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PEACE AMONG PEOPLES DEMANDS SHALOM
AMONG FAITHS
Ah:a?,¥:Tm::ti:efar;:¥:s;te:v::Fo.cn;
middle England, religion barely figured
in any of the hot spots and conflicts of
the world.
There were racial and ethnic
conflicts, particularly in Africa, as
evidenced by the hatred between the
Hootu and the Tutsis, or the Nigerian
civil war. There were the many legacies
of imperialism and colonialism - black
versus white. Above all there was the
not-so-Cold War and superpower stand
off between Russia and America with
its implications for countries as far
apart as Czechoslovakia, Cuba and
even Vietnam. Racial conflict, the
legacy of colonialism and the struggle
between communism and capitalism
encompassed all of the world's
troubles.

It was true that Protestant-Catholic
hatred dominated Northern Ireland, but
surely that was little more than the outcome of centuries of British colonial
behaviour on the island of Ireland? As
for the struggle for Israel, that was
simply two peoples squabbling over
the same bit of land, European refugee
Jews versus Arabs. And anyway, Jews
never did fit into nice neat patterns
including the patterns of conflict in the
modem, secular world.
As a fascinating parallel, look at the
Commission for Racial Equality. Set
up under the Race Relations Act 1976,
the CRE was a response to growing
tensions in what was termed multiracial Britain. Its task was to tackle
racial discrimination and promote
racial equality, and to ensure that
Britain's growing racial and ethnic
minorities - from the West Indies and
the Indian subcontinent, for example were able to integrate into British
society with fairness and dignity. But
religion and religious tensions were
never part of its concern.
A generation ago religion barely
figured as a central cause of conflict.
After all religion was dedicated to
peace and religion had been in decline
ever since the poet Matthew Amold
had heard the sound of faith in retreat
on `Dover Beach'.
Today and tomorrow, the situation
is radically different. The Balkans
continue to simmer and the Muslim
population of Europe is absolutely
convinced that the dominant feature of
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the last ten years has been European
discrimination against them and in
favour of the Christian population. The
argument for including Turkey, a
country 97% of which is in Asia, in an
enlarged European Union has a
significant religious dimension. It
would be strategically advantageous to
have a Muslim country within
Christian Europe, particularly the only
significant Muslim country to have
successfully drawn the distinction
between church and state.
In the second part of the eighteenth
century, Russia expanded its empire
eastward and captured huge swathes of
the old Ottoman Empire, incorporating
vast numbers of Central Asian
Muslims. The break-up of the Soviet
Union has seen the emergence of numbers of impoverished Islamic countries
- like Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and
Kazakhstan - the future of which are
largely unknown. Oil-rich Chechnya
was not amongst the areas liberated.
The Muslims of Chechnya have no
doubt that their bloody and desperate
struggle for liberation is rooted in a
deep sense of independent Muslim
identity.
Kashmir has been a source of
conflict and a potential flashpoint, now
a nuclear flashpoint, since the break-

up of the Raj more than half a century
ago. But one carmot now ignore the
fact that, beneath the apparently postcolonial struggle between India and
Pakistan, lies a profound conflict
between Hindus and Muslims over
territory and power.
The tension between the Muslim
north and the Cbristian south of Africa
is likely to play an increasing role in
the global scene over the coming
decade, with Muslim minorities, as in
Nigeria, and Christian minorities, as
in the Sudan, becoming more prominent as the subject of intemational
concern.
One of the truly alarming features of
the last ten years of conflict between
Israel and the Palestinians has been the
huge growth of Muslim anti-Semitism.
It has spread like wildfire through so
much of the Muslim world. Ironically,
this anti-Semitism has its roots in the

nineteenth century, stems from the
Christian minority communities within
the Ottoman Empire, and was fanned
and exploited with calculated opportunism by Hitler. The conflict has

become an overtly Jewish-Muslim
conflict. Much of the world has
bought-in to the bizarre idea that this is
the only significant conflict in the
world and the key to global peace. It
also illustrates one of the features of
91obalisation, that conflicts across the
world come to dominate relations
inside a multi-ethnic, multi-religious
society like Britain. Minority groups

become proxy for tensions and
struggles around the globe. Organisations like the CRE can no longer ignore
the religious, as opposed to racial,
dimension to community relations.
Religion is alive and at least as much
the cause of conflict as it has ever been.
Moreover, the great imperial faiths of
Christianity and Islam are not in
decline at all. Far from it. The world's
2 billion Christians are projected to
increase to 2.6 billion by 2025 and the
world's 1.2 billion Muslims will
become 1.8 billion over the same

period. `Dover Beach' may have been
an accurate portrait of faith in Victorian
England, but there is a world beyond
Victorian England and even beyond
Western Europe.
The Catholic theologian Hans Kting,
writing in 1990, insisted that there can
be no peace among the nations without
peace among the religions. There can
be no peace among the religions
without dialogue between the religions.
There can be no effective dialogue
which does not lead beyond respect for
the dignity of difference to a selfcritical partnership between the faiths,
a partnership which takes a long hard
look at the hubris and monopolistic
tnrfu claims each makes, a partnership
which agrees to work together and

contribute what each can best offer for
the good of humanity and the globe.
As a new and supposed.ly secular
year dawns, the prophetic nature of
Kting's call becomes undeniable. If
they ever did move to the wings, the
faiths are now back centre stage. It
may even be that the great drama - or
at least their role in it - is reaching its
climax. Interfaith dialogue. and partnership moves from the shadows into
the glare of the spotlights. There can
be no peace among the nations without
peace among the religions. SczJczcz77?
czJez.4fe2t772. Blessed are the peace-

rrLak:ers. Heveinu shalom alechem.
Mere rhetoric or our immediate and
ultimate challenge? I-

RACE
HATE

LAWS
ARE

USELESS
Graham Zellick

Government elected in 1997
lost little
time in LABOUR
giving effect
NEW
to a manifesto commitment to introduce
more severe penalties for crimes with a
racial ingredient. The maximum

THE

penalties for assaults, criminal damage
and certain public order offences were
increased where they were "racially
aggravated" (Crime and Disorder Act
1998, ss. 28-32) and all other offences

which are "racially aggravated" are to
be treated by the courts as more serious
(Jbz.d., s. 82, re-enacted in the Powers

of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act
2000, s. 153). These provisions were

extended to "religiously aggravated"
crimes in the hasty legislation enacted
by Parliament after September 1 1 (AntiTerrorism, Crime and Security Act
2001' s. 39).

These ``penalty-enhancement" or
"hate crime" laws', rather than the

offence of incitement to racial hatred,
which has been on the statute book for
nearly 40 years, are the subject of this
slim volume on which the Institute for
Jewish Policy Research and Dr Paul
Iganski, the editor, are to be congratulated. It is a pity that such a collection
of essays was not available before the
enactment of this legislation, which
happened without adequate public
debate or consideration.
The book begins and ends with
useful introductory and concluding
chapters by the editor. There is a
chapter explaining hate crine laws in
America and another - surprisingly, by

an American lawyer - on their
2
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evolution in Britain. Peter Tatchell
argues for a much broader hate crime
law in this country to cover all
vulnerable
or targeted groups,
including homosexuals. An American
sociologist describes the different
kinds of hate crime activity in the USA
and two British social scientists report
on a research project into racist
violence in Manchester. There is a

It is true that racial
crime is ugly and
affects more than the

measured and thoughtful chapter by
Elizabeth Bumey of the Cambridge
Institute of Criminology which poses
questions about the value of such laws
and urges a different approach in most
cases. The case against hate crime laws
is argued powerfully by two j oumalists

racialorrdigious

- Jeff Jacobi from the American
perspective and Melanie Phillips from
the British.
Like so many irmovations of this
kind, hate crime laws are an import
from America, where sentencing
structures and laws are very different.
In Britain, the courts are allowed
considerable discretion in sentencing,
with high maximuln penalties for the
worst instances of the crime in
question.
In America, by contrast, sentencing
structures are much more rigid, with
courts having much less discretion and

the range of penalties linked much
more closely to the particular offence
charged. Thus, there may well be a
case in America for hate crime laws
which enhance maximum penalties
which does not apply in Britain.
These laws do not make anything a
crime that was not already a crime.
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victim. But that is
true Of most crimes.
Other members Of a

group may feel
particularly
vulnerable f iollowing
crimes Of this Jind,
but the only answer
to that is energetic
iINestigckon and
prosecution, together

with appropriate
protection , rather
than token
pronouncements in
the statute book.

They do nothing to make investigation,
detection,
charge,
prosecution,
conviction or punishment more likely.
It is said in their favour that crime
which is racially motivated is
particularly hurtful to its victims and
therefore deserving of harsher
penalties. It is also argued that racist
crime has a particular impact on other
members of the group and indeed on
society generally and is singularly
repugnant.
It is true that racial crime is ugly and
affects more than the victim. But that
is true of most crimes. Other members
of a racial or religious group may feel
particularly vulnerable following
crimes of this kind, but the only answer
to that is energetic investigation and
prosecution, together with appropriate
protection,
rather
than
token
pronouncements in the statute book.
No one will walk the streets more
securely or feel more at ease in their
homes because Parliament has raised
max.imum penalties. Is it likely that a
single such crime will be deterred
because the maximum penalties are
slightly higher than they were?
I would certainly question the
argument that being the victim of such
a crime is especially hurtful. There are
many factors which go to aggravating
a crime and it does not seem to me that
either the injury experienced by the
victim or the inherent evil is
necessarily greater than in all other
cases. Brutal assaults on the old, the
frail and the young and abuse of trust
continued on next page
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The true case against
hate crime laws is
that they give a
unique status to just
two a8oravcLting

factors, race and
rdigion, and thereby
downgrade all others
They serve no real
practical purpose.
And they can only
complicate the
prosecution process
unnecessarily.
or authority, for example, seem to me
no less wicked and equally corrode the
fabric of society.
I have a rare opportunity as a
member of the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Appeals Panel to see in
disturbing detail the results of violent
crime. I find it difficult to accept that
the broken bodies, the damaged minds
and lives all but destroyed by c;riminal
violence are qualitatively different
where there is no racial motivation. To
say that a victim with similar injuries
has suffered more or the crime is
intrinsically more serious or heinous
by virtue of a racial element is to my
mind certainly wrong and arguably
offensive.
There are many factors which
sentencers must take into account in
fixing the appropriate sentence for a
given crime. I entirely accept that a
racial element is an aggravating
feature, but not uniquely so. There are

many other aggravating features and
all should be taken fully into
consideration. The courts should take a
harsh view of racist crine, but the case
for singling out one factor in this way
is weak.
But I do not subscribe to one

particular objection to these laws
voiced by critics that hate crime laws
are unacceptable because they punish
thought and belief rather than action.
Thus, JeffJacobi writes: "This amounts
to an assault on freedom of speech and
belief, and ought to have no part in the
criminal justice system of a liberal
democracy." These laws are not
objectionable because they strike at

4

freedom of thought or speech, since
they do so only in the context of
already defined criminal behaviour.
The true case against hate crime laws
is that they give a unique status to just
two aggravating factors, race and religion, and thereby downgrade all others
They serve no real practical purpose.
And they can only complicate the prosecution process unnecessarily. What
really matters is investigation and detection, prosecution and conviction and
these laws make no contribution whatever to that objective. One thousand
three hundred racially-aggravated offences were prosecuted in the year
1999-2000, the vast majority, over 700
being public order offences (Crown
Prosecution Service Racist Incident
Monitoring Armual Report 1999-2000
/CPS, £o73c7o72J). In only a fifth was the
elihanced penalty used.
AparticularproblemwiththeBritish
law is that it deals not just with crimes
that are motivated by racial or religious
hostility but also extends to situations

where the offender at any point
demonstrates towards the victim
hostility based on the victim's race or
religion. This has the effect of bringing
within the reach of these laws many
relatively trivial offences which are not
really racist at all, but have merely
involved the defendant at some point
in using some racial or religious abuse.
The criminal law serves a variety of
purposes. It sets moral standards and
boundaries. It seeks to regulate
behaviour. It aims to suppress
dangerous or undesirable activities. It
can express societal values and

principles. And sometimes it is used by
governments to make empty statements
which give an impression of addressing
a social problem - or perceived
problem - when in fact it is doing
nothing at all.
It is, I suggest, into this last category
that hate crime laws fall. They do
admittedly reinforce the law's
revulsion at manifestations of racist
behaviour, but that value is already
well established in our law. Here was a
task for the Sentencing Advisory Panel

and the Court of Appeal, not for
Parliament and legislation. We should
legislate, especially in the penal field,
only where the case for doing so is
compelling and the legislation will
make a significant contribution. Hate
crime laws fail that test completely. At
least we can be thankful that in the face
of sustained criticism the Government
withdrew its proposals in its postSeptember 11 Anti-Terrorism Bill to
make incitement to religious hatred a
crime. But that is a subject for another

IJPR volume .
The Hate Debate: Should Hate be
Punished as a. Crime? Edited by Paul
Iganshi. Profile Books, London, in

association with the Institute for
Jewish Policy Research, 2002; pp.
144, £9.99, ISBN 186197 449 3.

PROFESSOR GRAHAM ZELLICK I.s' yz.ceChancellor Of the University Of London. He is a
barrister c[nd Master Of the Bench Of the Middle
Temple, an Academician Of the Acadelny for
Social Sciences and an Honorc[ry Fellow of
Gorrville and Calus College, Cambridge. He is
President Of the West London Synagogue.
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was sounded out about
ABOUT
becoming
18 MONTHS
the founding
AGO,
rectorI
of a new liberal rabbinical seminary.
This was to be the Abraham Geiger
College, the first and to date the only
liberal seminary on the Continent,
located in Berlin, the hopeful successor, it was hoped, or continuation of
th!e Hochschale fur die Wissenschoft
c7es Jwde77fro77es which the Nazis closed
in 1942.

My first thoughts, even before
dwelling on the honour and 773z./zvczfe

were how might this impact upon
Rabbi Professor Jonathan Magonet,
Principal of Leo Baeck College in
London. I asked for time to consider
the matter and my wife Valerie Jill and
I shortly hunted him down by
telephone.

I have taught for Jonathan at Leo
Baeck College for a year on each of my
two extended residences in London,
and our association with that College
and friendship with its Principal are
important to Valerie Jill and to me.
Jonathan and I discussed at some
length the various aspects of the job
and its challenges. I confessed to him
my ulterior motive: what a great chance
to polish up the creaky old German
Sprachgebrduche.I 1 a,ctlally speak
Hochjiddisch.
In the end, he strongly encouraged
me to undertake the task with the
heartwarming words, "Do go ahead,
Allen. Take it on, truly. If you don't,
someone even less capable and
qualified will do it."

The word "even" was not altogether
explicit in the original remark.
When I asked Berlin for details of
the appointment, I was told "Don't
worry, everything will be all right."
Further enquiry elicited similar
responses. I gave up.
From the moment of our arrival in
Berlin, at the wrong airport of course,
after the usual gruelling flight, Valerie
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LIFT-OFF

FOR
NEW
RABBIS
Allen Podet
Jill and I were treated with a mix of
courtesy and apprehension. It seems
that, on a whim, I had grabbed my
bright red cowboy hat when walking
out of the door, and was still wearing
it. It was to become a trademark, since
it seems that relatively few red cowboy
hats are commonly seen in German
government offices or in the University
Senatus Academicus, for that matter.
The round of meeting government
officials began. These are people who,
frankly, might be of use to Geiger
College. Most displayed a sincere
desire to see a liberal rabbinical seminary firmly established in Berlin. It
seems the German Federal Government some dozen years ago did a

demographic study that concluded that,
as things were then going on, there
would be no viable Jewish community
in Gemiany in a generation. The conclusion was deemed unacceptable, and
the doors of Gemany - alone to this
day among all European and American
nations - were thrown open to Jewish
immigration from the former Soviet
Union. An attraction package for Jews
was created which involved jobs, welfare, pensions for those too old to work,

social services, and housing. In a decade, the German Jewish population
grew to some 120,000, about 80% of
them of Russian origin. It is still growing.
At the same time, a sustained and
deep interest in Jewish culture and
religion has been growing here for at
least 20 years. Gei8er is the beneficiary
of all this. Ministers 'and officials could
not have been more
helpful,
welcoming, or encouraging. The
Rector of the University of Potsdam,
Prof. Dres. (he has more than 2
doctorates) Wolfgang Loschelder, has
been a tireless support to Geiger. He not alone - is responsible for our status
as a regular institute of the University,
and thus of the Federal university
system. Thus I found myself a German
Professor ex officio, but free from
University politics, Go# sez. D¢#fr.
University Professors are expected
to give an 47egivz.ftsvorfrczg, an inaugural

lecture, before the Communitas.
Jonathan advised me to do it in English,
since errors in Deajrscfe were unlikely
to be overlooked on such an occasion. I
was told further 'that I had to begin
with
the
proper
Latin
acknowledgments : "A4lczgrz#ce72z, to

Loschelder, sitting there as Rector, ef
Docfz.ssz.mz., to the Deans or Professors".. A lovely touch, I thought.

W.ell., why not indeed? So I had the
first paragraph or so of my academic
address' put into proper Latin by a
friend and proceeded to ffighten them
all to death.
.The address itself went very well,
rna.inly since they were palpably
re'lieved to find it was in English:
historiography of the `Jewish War'
period, Josephus and so on. Profound
enough to inpress the undergraduates,
simple enough to amuse the
professionals. Good time all round.
The job itself, setting up and
running a seminary, depends largely
on my Coordinator, a charming and
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From the moment

Ofourarrivalin
Berlin, at the
wrong airport Of
course, af ter the
usual gruelling
attractive - don't forget that - woman
with a PhD in l9th Century German
History named Arme Brencker. She
knows better than I what appointments
I have next weck, and what is important
to know about Herr Doktor X of the
Ministry whom we are about to meet.
The procedure is that I begin the
conversation - everything is in
German, of course -and carry it until it
starts to get into heavy water, which
means that an incorrect formulation or
expression at this point would be
seriously misleading, or else that we
have blundered into statistics or have
hit a point of our school history on
which I am not to be trusted. Anne then
smoothly supplies the necessary,
making it appear that she is giving
merely supporting or filling-in
information. Once the Minister or Dean
or Institution President or Museum
Director has relaxed and concluded
that we want nothing just yet, Arme
and I both dance gracefully out of the
office. Cum red cowboy hat, of course.
It even works with Ainbassadors.
It was a deliberate decision for
Geiger to start small. We had some 17

applicants for our first class, from
Germany, Switzerland. Austria, and
Eastern Europe. We selected 4, because it is always easy to slip standards
down, but not so easy to go the other
way. Some of the others were not discouraged, but were only told that it
would be wise for them to reapply later,
with a bit more training behind them. I
hope to see them back. Some others,
expectedly, were hysterically inappropriate. In the words of an anonymous
and tireless supporter of the school not
noted for his diplomacy and delicacy,
"dwarfs and lizards".

This year, we have doubled our
intake, and the poor people from the
Ukraine or Russia are undergoing a
prep course of 5 hours a day, 5 days a
week of German instruction before
they can even be full-programme
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f light, Walerie Jill
and I were treated
with a mj,X Of

courtesy and

apprehension. It
seems that, on a
whim, I had

grabbed my bright
red cowboy hat
when walking out
Of the door, and
was still wearing it.
It was to become a
trademcirk, since it
seems that
relcrfuely few red
cowbay hats are
coryunonly seen in

German
goverrunent offices
or i,n the University
Senatws
Academicus , f tor

that matter.

rabbinic students.
It seems that every day brings new
challenges. The Union of Progressive
Jews of Germany, Austria, and Swit-

zerland ha.s detemined that they need
a German-speaking Bef Dz.# to serve
the needs of their community. In a swift
vote, they determined that Geiger
College was the appropriate home for
such a business, at least to start with.
Having sat on Rabbi Lionel Blue's Bet
Dz.72 any number of times, I suppose I

can convene a sitting if need be, and
indeed, we already have had one. As
Convenor, however, I have established
a few procedures: 1) The Convenor
does not vote; 2) The Bet Din is not
static: it consists of whoever is available and called at the time; 3) No
money, or as little as possible, is
solicited from those who use the Bez
Dz.7?, and that money is absolutely
accountable in terms of actual Bef Dz.7£
expenses; 4) We follow by and large

the procedures of the London Reform
Be£ Dz.7z: one does not wish to encour-

age shopping around. We also file
copies of our records with London;
5) Rabbis eligible to serve include at
least all those who have semz.frfeczfe ,from

Hebrew Union College, the Jewish
Theological Seminary, the Reconstructionist College, Leo Baeck College,
Abraham Geiger College, or members
of the usual rabbinical assemblies.
Now is all this Geiger college
business? Well, Geiger is related by
patronage to the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations and who else is
reasonably to do it?
Students are young. Perhaps sad, but
certainly true. As a result, the College
must be prepared to do some z.# /oco
pzzre73#.s counselling. Especially where

the point is to train leaders upon whom
people will depend for spiritual advice
and counsel, it will not do to toss them
into the pool and see if they sink or
swim. In part I can deal with this by
continued on next page
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University
Prof essors are
expected to give an
Antrittsvortrag, cz7c

inaugural lecture,
bof ;ore the
using professional help. We have a
psychoanalyst on staff whose job it is
both to advise the students when they
get into heavy waters in counselling
situations in their congregations, and
also to oversee their personal psychological development. She evaluates and
advises in the admissions process, and
follows the student through the whole
5-year training.
That, however, is not enough. The
young students need role models, and
to that end we have created a mentoring

programme to promote close and
sustained student contact with a "real"
rabbi who can advise and counsel, and
not incidentally model what a rabbi is
and is not. I find the business of being
looked up to as a role model distinctly
disconcerting. I don't deserve it, and I
don't want it, but I have got it. You see
it in their eyes, like deer caught in the
headlights.
The one area into which I have not
entered is finance. Initial financial
arrangements were very dependent on
the work of Rabbi Dr Waiter Jacob,
Past President of the Central
Conference of American Rabbis, and
Rabbi Dr. Walter Homolka, who deals
with Cultural Activities for the
Deutsche Bank, and who has
collaborated with Jonathan Magonet
on several books. Rector Prof. Dr.
Loschelder has seen to it that we are
well supported from the University
side. Federal and institutional money,
regular budget and special allocation, I
don't understand it and I don't want to
understand it.
At bottom, the inescapable question
is, just how is Geiger to make a Rabbi?
Or, how do you picture the Rabbi you
want Geiger to produce? Of course he
or she must be a scholar, "R¢bbz.",
"jzczv", "A4orefe", and all that. The

Communitas.

Jonathan advised
me to do it in
Engtish, since
e77io7Ts I.7c Deutsch

were uhikely to be
crverlooked on such
an occasion. I was

told fiurther that I
had to begin with
the proper Latin
acknowledgments:
`Magnificenz, fo
Loschelder, sitting
there as Rector, ct
Doctissimi, zo zfee

Deans or
Professors " . A
lovely touch, I
thought.

Aramaic? Biblical analysis? History?
Philosophy? Jewish law and practice?
Yes, sure, all of them. Like a child in a
candy store, give me everything. But
time is not endless. Five years is one
more than it takes for medicine and
two more than for law. How much can

you realistically demand and still
attract the best people? For indeed,
anyone who will make a first class
Rabbi could also serve humanity in
many other ways.
And then, the 2 1 st Century is not the
18th. My Geiger "Rebbe" needs
synagogue administration, effective
management, educational techniques,
school supervision, lesson planning,
legal protection problems. And with
all this, he or she is - quite properly expected to be a spiritual leader.
Higher things. Ideals. Eternal truths.
Sitting and studying Torah. Maybe a
Jewish guru? And the prototype Geiger
Rabbi? Is he or she in Lionel Blue's

phrase a member of God's civil
service? Or a man or woman of God?
The same problem that Hebrew Union
College never resolved plagues us still:
is this college to be an academy or a
trade school? And the answer is: both.
And neither to perfection. The job,
inevitably, is frustrating by its nature.
Without the support and dedication
of a considerable number of persons,
some of whom are named above and
none of whom has anything personal to
gain, this effort would never move off
the ground. Some of them are critical
of one another, but all of them are
doing God's work. Corny as that phrase
sounds, there are times when it is true.
Such people, not always easy to live
with, are the ones who made and who
make Leo Baeck College, and
Abraham Geiger as well. They are
numbered alnong the good I

semikhah says, ``Yoreh yoreh, yadin
};adz.72 ". I want my rabbi to be able to
read it.

A

scholar in what?

Hebrew?

RABBI ALLEN PODET I.s a grczdwafe ct/ frfee
Hebrew Union College in the United States and
a i;ormer US Naval Chaplain. He has served fior
several short spells at West London Synagogue.
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Mazal Tov

CerLtre for Jewish-Christian Relations

A step towards
a happier future

Offers an
MA degree in Jewish-Christian Relations
by Distance Learning, full or part time.
Excellent rating from the Quality Assurance Agency
Students of all ages and backgrounds welcomed.
Modules include:
Jewish and Christian Responses to the Holocaust;
Jewish-Christian Relations in Europe in the 20th Century; Jewish and
Christian Biblical Interpretation;
The Land of Israel.

Detail from Ruth Green

Progressive
Jewish Marriage
Bureau

Applications now accepted for courses starting S|)ring Term 2003
Application deadline: 10 December 2002

Short Courses in Jewish-Christian Relations
by Distance Learning, starting November 2002
>

Introduction to Jewish-Christian Relations

>
>

The New Testament and Jewish-Christian Relations
Responses to the Holocaust.

The courses are designed for clergy and lay people; Academic guidance by
experienced tutors; Successful completion of each course awarded with Certificate
of Completion; 10 weeks per course, 3-4 hours of study per week; Study by
Correspondence or lnternet.

28 St John's Wood Road
London NW8 7HA

020 7289 8591

CJCR 2-day Course
Sunday 17th -Monday 18th November 2002 at Madingley Hall, Cambridge
entitled "Exploring Jewish-Christian Relations in the Medieval Period"

For further information, please contact:
MA degree & short courses: Lucia Faltin. Distance Learning Manager
Tel: (01223) 741038, email: enquiries@cjcr.cam.ac.uk, www.cjcr.can.ac.uk

Email: mazaltov@ulps.org
Mazal Tov is non-profit making

2-day Course: Deborah Patterson Jones, Development Director
Tel: (01223) 742178, email: d.patlerson-jones@dycr.can.ac.uk,

mow.cjcr.cam.ac.uk

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Arme in 1704 for
the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England was merged with the
Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to fomi the Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudiy bears her name lives on, vigorously.
There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the high standards which have come to be associated
with this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have practised here since 1951, offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LHWIS GOLDHN & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone: 020 7580 7313 Fax: 020 7580 2179

Email: fca@lewis-golden.co.uk
NEIL BENSON FCA ANDREW MOSS FCA DAVID EDWARDS ACA
GRAIIAM KINCH STUART WEBBER ACA ATII KEITH MITCIIELL ACCA
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Adyth and Kerch
Teenagers with
Steve Wax and
Mirian Bayfield

It is customary f;or the Editor to remcLin silent or speak with the royal `we' . I c[m afraid that I am going to
break ranks on this occasion! It is said that old men will dream dreams cLnd young men will see visions.
I have a dream. It is that every British Jew, in undertaking his or her `personal journey', includes a

pkysical journey to Israel, to the United States and to Eastern Europe. In those tluree places the collective
journey of the Jewish people is taking place in a way unique to our ti,mes and the scope fior us to both
enrich and be enriched is enormous. I would like to see those three journeys as part Of the educational
entitlenent Of every young Jew, and as part Of the educational obligedon Of every Jewish leader.
I would like to see every synagogue twimed or, better, in pcutnership with an Isradi, American

and Eastern European Progressive coi"urhity.
Listen to the voices in lhe following three articles. I hope you wtll then understand what I mean about
enriching and being enriched and can share ray dream or vision, dapending upon your age I
In the first piece we hear the voice Of T`id:S;HAKAPTJSH", a Ukrainian Jew in his mid-twenties,
a third year rabbinic student at the Leo Baeck College in Ijondon and son Of Boris Kapustin
who is frequehily meridoned in what follows.
In the second piece we hear from SFTTIVE W AX, the Director Of Youth Work at the
North Western Reform Synagogue, Alyth Gardens, the third largest British Rof;orm Synagogue, and from
M:IRIAM BAIFTIELD, a second year rabbinic student at the Leo Baeck College - Centre for Jewish
Education at the Sternberg Centre in Finchley.
Fz.7zcz//y we feear,om /o#r )/oc/7?g j4/};f¢ fee7!czgers, ARIEH NILLER, RUPERT VILLIERS,

ADAM LANGLEBEN cz#d VICTORIA LIPINSKY.

PARTNERSHIP ACROSS EUROPE
MISHA KAPUSTIN
have been established between

North Western
Reform
GOOD the
TWINNING
RELATIONS
Synagogue (`Alyth') and Kerch
Progressive Community in the Ukraine
over the last three years. Kerch is one
of the oldest cities in the Fomier Soviet
Union. It was founded by Greek
Colonists in the Crimea over 2600 years
ago. Nowadays Kerch, in spite of its
relatively small population (180

10

thousand people), is one of the centres
of Progressive Judaism in the Ukraine.
What is special about Jewish life in
Kercb is that all Jewish organisations the Jewish charity organisation `j7eLsed
A4cz/frc!fe',

the

Jewish

cultural

organisation, the Jewish Reform
Community, the Sunday school and
their administration work in one
building which is both the Jewish
Community Centre and the Synagogue.
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So Jews of different age groups and of
different interests come to their Jewish
Home where they can find interesting
programmes for themselves. Since
1997, when Jewish life was recreated
in Kerch, the nulnber of members of
the Jewish Community has increased

same Jewish values. It was also important that they would see Jewish life in
the Ukraine which has just started to

by more than 10 times to over 1000
members.

welcomed by a
community,
decimated by the
Holocaust,
oppressed by the
Soviet regine and
still surrounded by

However, in spite of this tremendous
success over such a short period of
time, that has becalne possible thanks
to both the hard work and the great
enthusiasm of the Jews of Kerch, there
are many problems which have still to
be solved. Al)th took responsibility for
helping out the Jews of Kerch and
sharing its much greater experience of
Jewish communi`ty building, bringing
both tradition and knowledge that we
don't have, with them. That is what
twinning means to us. The relationship
between the two communities is
coordinated by a group of enthusiasts
from the Alyth-Kerch Committee run
by Lym Levy and by the Chairman of
the Jewish Community in Kerch, Boris
Kapustin.
Alyth helps my community
fmancially - it gave us a Torah scroll
and many other significant things - but
what is even more important is that we
feel we have a partnership, rather than
simply receiving hand-outs from the
wealthy West to the poor East. It is
more like an older brother helping his
younger one to overcome his problems
and become an independent adult. We
are open to advice and new projects to
take us forward. However, as a partner,
we want to give something back which
is spiritual, that is our gratitude and
love.

As a part of the programme of
developing relations between the two
communities, the idea came up of
organising a group of teenagers to visit
Kerch to see the Jewish programmes
there and to communicate with the
local Jewish youth. Consequently, a
group of 14-15 year old teenagers from
Alyth, headed by the leader of the
youth programlnes at Alyth, Steve Wax
and second year Rabbinic Student from
LBC-CJE Miriam Bayfield decided to
come to Kerch for 5 days from the 1 5th
to 20th of August 2002 which was a
time which suited both the teenagers
from London and Kerch and was also
supposed to be good weather in Kerch!
The idea of this programme was to
show British Jewish teenagers that
there are similar teenagers in the
Ukraine who in spite of some cultural
differences and different mentalities,
have much in common with their
British contemporaries, and share the
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Wfe arriwed to be

prejudice. So how
on earth were they
able to make us fieel

that we had sinply
arrived at a home
from home when
they themseives

were dealing with
all too familiar
events like bottles
being thrown
thiough the
synagogue window
and anti-Semitism
common-place in
their dally lives?
establisb its own traditions. Thanks to
communicating and spending time
together, they would realise that their
Jewish contemporaries from the
Ukraine are not so different. They, just
like them, like football, playing computer games, watching TV, listening to
music and, at long last enjoy having a
Jewish Youth Club to go to.
I think that the visit was really
successful in this regard and shows
how Jews from two different worlds
can come to respect, understand and
enrich each others lives. Listen to Steve
and Miriani and listen to Arieh, Rupert,

Adaln and Victoria I

WAX AND BAYFIELD
difficult questions you get
asked
over and over THE
again?
WHY IS IT ALWAYS
Why do you never find a truly
satisfactory answer? They always start
easy. . . "The Ukraine, why on earth are
you going there?" That is the easy bit.
"We're taking a group from the
synagogue to visit our twin community
in Kerch". Now here it comes, the
difficult question that we must have
been asked at least 25 times: ``Why is
Alyth twinned with a community in the
Ukraine of all places?" We discussed
the answers we'd been giving many
times and the best we could come up
with were some mumblings about
charity like: "Well, they're poor in the
Ukraine". As a group we hoped we'd
be able to build on that answer when
we got back to Alyth!
We arrived to be welcomed by a
community, decimated by the
Holocaust, oppressed by the Soviet
regime and still surrounded by
prejudice. So how on earth were they
able to make us feel that we had simply
arrived at a home from home when
they themselves were dealing with all
too familiar events like bottles being
thrown through the synagogue window
and anti-Semitism commonplace in
their daily lives? When they presented
us with an Israeli flag made by an
elderly congregant we were strongly
advised to put it away and not make it
visible when walking the streets of
Kerch. But none of this seemed to
affect the way they related to one
another as a community or to us. In
fact the provision that they made for
each other and for us made it obvious
that being part of a community was
more important in their.lives than we
could possibly hope for among our
British Jewish congregations.
We were surprised when told that
their Friday night service would be
starting at 4pm. But they soon
explained that people travel many
many miles to be at services as it is the
only Synagogue in the ar.ea and coming
to synagogue for many is the only way
to mark themselves out as Jews and be
counted into the community. As public
transport is so unreliable, especially at
the weekend, by starting the service
that early, they maximize the numbers
who were able to attend.
continued on next page
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The Synagogue was packed for a
service that was really alive and an
o77eg with a cabaret in our honour. But
we still wanted to discuss this early
start. How did people get there from
work? It was patiently explained to us
that this was not a problem - with
unemployment at an all time high the
synagogue has become more of a social
centre, a true beg./ froessef (house of

meeting), a community centre rather
than simply a place that people feel
obliged to attend when their Jewish
guilt complex gets too much for them.
We couldn't possibly have imagined
what a difference an Alyth family
donating a table tennis table could
make to a community in the Ukraine
but we soon learnt. It wasn't the
excitement of the table itself which
brought people into the community but
it provides people with another reason
to come down to the synagogue - they
can see who is around and find
someone to play table tennis with or
they sit and chat and knit. The results
of their hours spent knitting are evident

because, while all around them people
are suffering greatly through poverty
and unemployment, the Kerch
Synagogue is a community that
understands the word community and
they really support each other

burgers, potatoes and marshmallows.
As soon as the fish head soup was
served we knew we were not in for our
kind of BBQ. But it wasn't just the
food that didn't work for us. We
realized that, although they used the

financially, socially and emotionally.
It didn't take long before we realized
that we weren't simply there to give,
even though we had been weighed

they also had "¢c7rz.cfez.772
cfecz#z.cfez.77!
(youth
leaders

down on the journey with gifts from
certain A1)th members. We could lean
plenty from them as well. In our lives
back here in North West London, we
seem to set great store by material
wealth and possessions. While wealth
and possessions are not terrible things

- where would we be without our

same fi.ames of reference as we did,
and
and

participants) and it was called a
synagogue youth club, they had
fundamentally lost, or had simply
never learned, why we have synagogue
youth work. It was very nice for this
group of friends to be able to get
together under the guise of a club, and
with its funding, but when we
mentioned making provision for

generous donors to building projects?
- we soon realized how empty these
things can feel if they are not
accompanied by the other ideals of a
synagogue community, warmth,
respect, the sense of battling through
together to support one another and
achieve a common air. We saw so
clearly that there is no point in a

younger kids, running events and
having a structure and Jewish
educational
content
to
the
programming, it was suddenly more
than a simple language barrier we had
hit. It was not a question of getting our

community having all the material
wealth going if it is failing to touch the
people, who are the very essence of
why it exists.
One evening we were invited by the
youth club to have a bonfire on the
beach. Our thoughts quite naturally
tuned to the image of hoards of young
kids sitting round the camp fire singing
songs, playing games and eating

was totally outside their sphere of
comprehension. For how could they
understand what fun-and-games club,
summer madness and RSY Netzer
summer camps can do for a
community, for the Jewish identity of
their participants? Not only had they
never seen it or experienced it for
themselves but it was beyond their
imagination or comprehension. We

`spczsz.bos' mixed up with our
`prz.evz.ets', this was about trying to

teach colours to a colour blind man - it

Shoah Memorial - Kiev

on every spare bit of wall around the
synagogue. They can also go to the
synagogue to be in a place where they
can keep warm.
Boris, the ``God-Father", or, as he
calls himself, the chairman of the
Synagogue, explained to us that many
people are putting themselves forward
to convert to Judaism; not because of
any deep felt religious conviction but

12
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realized, while grinacing at our fish
head soup, that there really could be a
two-way relationship between the two
communities. We are not just here to
give them money. We have so much to
teach them and they have so much to
teach us. If only we could combine
some of our professionalism, our
experience, our knowledge and our
resources with their dedication, their
love for it all and their real
understanding of the meaning of
community, we might just get a little
closer to what it means to renew Jewish

between us, but we noticed far more
things which we had in common - a
passion for being Jewish and a love of
our communities. We realised that
Alyth and Kerch have so much to give
each other.

When we think of our trip we can
only think of the amazing contrast of
activities each day. On one of the days,
we left for the synagogue quite early.
Boris met us in the museum of the

life I

Shul was. There were so many people,
some working and others just hanging
around. It was simply a place to be! To
be warm, to be safe and to be together.
Later in the afternoon, we went to
visit the home of a righteous gentile.
He was an Islamic man whose family
had saved the lives of a Jewish mother
and daughter during the holocaust. His
family had hidden the mother and
daughter at their home for several
months at the risk of their own lives,
until one evening two Nazi officers,
during the winter months, demanded
staying in their home until the weather
had cleared. Once they became
suspicious of the two Jews, who
pretended not to speak Russian, he told
us how he smuggled the two of them to
a neighbouring village. We asked why
they had risked their lives, and his reply

TEENAGERS
UST BEFORE WE ALL LEFT
for Heathrow aixport to head for
the Ukraine, Steve and Miriam
asked the group why we felt we were
twinned with a community in the
Ukraine, why we had decided to be part
of this experience and what our
expectations were. To be honest, we had
little idea how to answer any of the
questions and we certainly didn't know
what to expect.
ThejouneytoKerchitselfwasquite
an experience and its length meant we
were to spend a hilarious night in Kiev
at a Netzer camp, where we attended a
disco consisting of a tape machine and
a torch. We realised how lucky we
were to have RSY Netzer camps. We
headed to the airport to catch a
connecting flight from Kiev to
Symthropol in what could only be
described as a souped up spitfire from
World War Two, with safety pins
holding the wings together.
This frightening but fun journey was
followed by a three-hour drive to
Kerch. It was a very long joumey!
We were met by the great Boris, the
chairman and founder of the Kerch
community, who talked to ,us for an
hour about the history of the Kerch
community and included several
stories about his late mother Malka.
Once we had settled and felt more
relaxed from the journey, we headed
back to the Synagogue from our lovely
hotel to meet some members of the
community. We could not believe how
wami and welcoming our hosts were.
Although so many of their customs and
experiences were very different from
ours, there was an immediate bond and

J

THE FOUR

we were made to feel very special.

The members of the Kerch youth
club were also great company. The
language barrier did not seem to matter
at all. We noticed many differences
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haunt the Jewish community of
Ukraine today.
We then headed for Kerch town
centre to visit the market. Not wishing
to make unfair comparisons, but Kerch
market is not exactly Brent Cross. It
was a very enjoyable afternoon until a
vicious monkey attacked Vicky. Steve
was very upset that this unlikely event
had not been anticipated in his risk
assessment! Apart from unfriendly
monkeys and over friendly donkeys,
we happily returned to the Synagogue.
We could not believe how busy the

Was

`V\7hat else could we do?'

Shock Memorial - Kerch

synagogue, and with the help of Misha
(a LBC-CJE rabbinic student) his son
and interpreter, he led a discussion on
the holocaust and how it had affected
the Jews of the Ukraine. We then
visited a memorial to the holocaust,
which was extremely moving and felt
very real. We realised how the horrors
of the holocaust of 60 years ago still

Being in his home felt like stepping
back in time, and to make it even more
strange the entire discussion took place
with clucking chickens in the kitchen,
thousands of cats in the living room
and several stuffed goats' heads
watching our every move.
The evening was concluded with a
BBQ on the beach and a major
singsong with our new friends. Of
course, the traditional BBQ delicacies
were replaced by fish head soup...
YUM!
That was just one day! And every
other day was just as busy, just as fun
and just as full of similarities and
differences.
Our trip to Kerch was an experience
of a lifetime and we thoroughly
recommend as many communities as
possible forge the same links as Alyth
has with communities in the former
soviet union. As well as having a huge
amount of fun, you will spend time
with some very special people, visit
some incredible places and most
importantly be part of an even bigger
intemational community of the Jewish
people, so similar, so homely, yet so
very different and exciting 11
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DIARY 0F A
PECULIAR RABBI
Tony Bayfield
Wednesday
from Lionel Blue's first book:
"Jews always pose a question to

CAME ACROSS A PASSAGE
the cultures in which they live. They
work too hard, they talk too much, and
they don't quite fit. People want fake
security. They want the world to stand
still. But Jews are restless like the world,
and move on, shaking the bureaucracies
and official structures, the dominions
and thrones, a disturbing element in the
life of the world". I'm instantly
reminded of Professor Bill Fishman's
East End Jewish anarchists taking on
the fascists with their bare hands and
their own Jewish establishment with
cigarettes and haln sandwiches on Yom
Kippur. Echoes of that line from the
Prayer Book of the Newark Free
Synagogue in the 1920s: "A strange folk
have we been all these years, a riddle
andbewildermenttomen".4773segt¢/czfe.

A peculiar people.

Tuesday
Wrote a speech for a fundraising
dinner in Manchester, borrowing the
statistics in the previous Friday's
Jew;isfe Cfero#z.c/e - middle of the road

orthodoxy in continuing marked
decline, Reform growing. I ignored the
new figure for British Jewry as a whole
-just 280,000 or 0.41% - and the
reference to the world Jewish population, down to thirteen million, now
less than the population of Afghanistan
despite the exodus of Afghan refugees.
Two billion Christians, 1.2 billion

Muslims, goodness knows how many
Hindus - thirteen million Jews and falling. No one watching the television news or costume drama - would ever
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believe that we are that few in number.
It's a pity that we can't be treated like
pandas - a loveable, cuddly endangered species. Maybe it has something
to do with the fact that we aren't loveable or cuddly - Lionel Blue is, as
always, spot on. A disturbing element.
Most peculiar.

Thursday

"Shall we watch the programme

about Moses?" said Linda. "Oh, please,
no - it's too much like work and
Jeremy Bowen is a pain".
"But there's nothing else on", said

Linda. I did a quick flick through all
one hundred and six channels. She was
right. Nothing else was on. We
watched Jeremy Bowen. I was right it was terrible. It had a somewhat Orla
Guerinish beginning - "Moses is a
highly significant figure to a nulnber
of faiths -to Islam, to Christianity and,
er, to Judaism". Thanks Jeremy, for the
mention. Were you trying to say
something by giving the non-speaking
role of Moses to a gentleman of Arab
extraction?
Turned out to be a painful mishmash of a century of theories about the
background to Moses' life. It ended up
by asserting that Moses and his fellow
Hebrews had been able to leave Egypt
thanks not to Yahweh but to a series of
natural disasters caused by volcanic
activity. They marched dry shod
through a ``shoreless Reed Sea", thanks
to a tidal wave caused by an eruption
in the Greek Islands. To be fair,
towards the end Moses did become
more important to Jews than to
Christians and Muslims, but that was
at the point when the children of Israel

set off for the Promised Land and we
took the heavy hint about what traumas
that was to cause poor old Yasser,
Amnesty and BBC newsmen (and
women).
At least Bowen got the numbers
leaving Egypt right - he must have
read the article in MANNA a couple of
years ago about the meaning of the
word e/epA (a troop not a thousand)
and David Rohl popped up for a second or two. It was David Rohl who
made that challenging series about
ancient Egypt ``Pharaohs and Kings" a
couple of years ago. It was a pity
Bowen didn't use him more because
he's actually an Egyptologist. If
historicity is your thing, Rohl on
Joseph is interesting. Not only did Rohl
devote a lot of time to the findings of
the excavations at Avaris in the Nile
Delta - Goshen to Jews and other readers of the Hebrew Bible - but he also
spotted numerous graves of newborn
infants which, he suggested, underscored the fundamental historicity of
the story of the Pharaoh who "knew
not Joseph" and set about murdering
the baby boys. It was Rohl who also
found the remains of a large mauso1eum which he identified as the original
tomb of pharaoh' s Vizier -or "number
two" to quote Tim Rice - and, in the
tomb, a cult statue of a non-Egyptian
figure which had been wrapped in a
coat of many colours.
Not sure how I feel about this
hunting for bits of evidence to cling on
to, since the stories and their contents
contain truths about freedom, about
justice, about the supremacy of moral
law, about the dignity of the human
being and about "The One who ls" (not
Yahweh) which transcend historical
events. Jeremy Bowen failed to
mention a single contribution that
Moses and his people had made to the
understanding and development of
humanity.
Actually, in recent years, my reactions have changed markedly to these
Biblical stories. I used to think that
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; Sarah,

Rebecca, Rachel and Leah were really
interesting and things got even more
interesting with the advent of Moses.
In between, I didn't find much excitement in the Joseph narrative which
always seemed to me to be excessively
long - four sz.c77'o/ no less - and rather
repetitive. But it has recently dawned
upon me that this story of the Jewish
lad who goes out into the world, makes
a shed-full of compromises with the
society around him, rises in prominence, somehow remains true to his
core identity but also, through his fan-
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ily and descendants, encounters a
whole range of ambivalent and hostile
reactions -jealous, exaggerated, even
murderous reactions - is one of the
fundamental archetypes or metaphors
for who we are. Cue Lionel Blue:
"Jews always pose a question to the
cultures in which they live. They work
too hard. They talk too much and they
don't quite fit". Or the Prayer Book of
the Newark Free Synagogue 1924: "A
riddle and a bewilderment to men" and
women too, God bless you Orla
Guerin. "Through centuries without
number we have wandered about on
earth, fleeing from eternal Egypt
through a shoreless Red Sea". Sorry,
ya77z Sc// Mr Bowen.

Saturday
Saturday evenings is prime granddaughter sitting time. We insist that
Lucy and Matthew go out, even if they
don't want to. It was Francesca, a
Chinese takeaway and Daniel Deronda.
Mary Arm Evans, as well as being a
truly great novelist, was a pretty
unusual woman. She started life as a
passionate evangelical but became a
rationalist quite early in her adulthood.
A series of unrequited love affairs were
followed by a long relationship with a
married man and, in the last year of her
life, after the maITied man had died,
she fmally wed, a clergyman more than
twenty years her junior. George Elliot
hides a mass of quite un-Victorian
passions. Including a passion for Jews.
How
interesting
that
this
unconventional woman should insist

that Deronda turn his back on the
passionate and beautiful English lady
for the Jewish singer. According to
Margaret Drabble, many great critics Henry James, F.R. Leavis - have
attacked the Jewish aspects of Daniel
Deronda for being "excessively
fervid", philo-Semitic and generally
not ringing true. After all, a handsome
educated young man willingly
returning to his Jewish roots and
renouncing his opportunities in
Victorian society - that really was too
peculiar to ring true.

Sunday
Punished rather severely for
Saturday night's Chinese takeaway, I
crawled out of bed late moming, threw
up and set off with Linda for the
fundraising dinner in Manchester for
which I had been writing the speech
with all the statistics - well, with the
single encouraging statistic about the
Reform Movement. By Northanpton I
was forced to admit what Linda had
been quietly telling me for some hours,
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that I wasn't going to make it, tuned
round, spent a number of frozen
moments decorating the motorway
verges, finally got home and crawled
into bed. Which is how we came to see
the last episode of Dr Zhivago.
Boris Pastemak is one of those
people that the Jewish community hails
as a distinguished Jew when he is
flavour of the month. Pastemak was
born in Moscow, the son of a Russian
Jewish painter. But he was baptised at
an early age and his Russian Orthodox
Christian faith is writ large all through
his poetry. One of the themes of
Zhivago which, shall we say, did not
seem to interest Andrew Davies as
much as "the beast with two backs"
was Pastemak's belief that nations
have been rendered anachronistic by
Christianity and that Jews will only
bring upon themselves further
calamities if they cling to their
exclusivity and do not assimilate.
So you have a classic, Jewishlyinspired paradox lavishly illustrated on
our television screens over three
consecutive weekends - the nonJewish author extolling the virtues and
nobility of Jews and emphasising duty
over passion; and the self-hating Jew
advocating passion - love above all,
amor vincit omnia a,s Chaucer's
Prioress had it, to hell with duty, even
duty to one's wife, let alone duty to
people and tradition.
Isn't the attention we are given an
obsession? 0.41%, 13 million!

Are we not a peculiar people,
peculiarly treated?

Monday
Turned into Palace Green from
Bayswater and drove past the various
embassies, the back of Kensington
Palace and parked two mansions down
from the Israeli Embassy, in front of
the Rumanian one. I was sitting in the
car making a note of all of the things
that I had just remembered I had
forgotten to do when there was a knock

on the window. A gentleman with a
sinister accent said,

``Zis

iz

ze

Rumanian Embassy, you no park here".
I looked at the sinister bulge on his
hip, muttered Dumitrescu and
Raducioiu and decided not to argue. I
made a u-turn and parked facing Kensington Palace where the occupants
have other things to wony about than
my parking.
Palace Green is now completely
blocked at the Northern end by concrete barriers, other ugly defensive
structures and amed police with rnachime guns. Inside, I said to the

Ambassador that I suddenly felt enormously angry. Why is it that only the
Israeli Embassy is forced to look like
the epitome of embattlement? It isn't
like that outside the Chinese Embassy
or the North Korean Embassy or the
Syrian Embassy or the French Embassy. The Ambassador smiled
ruefully. "First," he said, "the Ameri~
can Embassy is just as bad if not worse.
Second, it's been like that for 2000
years."

"Three and a half thousand years", I

replied. We talked about Judah and
Reuben in the Joseph story and why
Judah had been the hero - because
Judah did his best to protect Joseph
and a member of the tribe of Judah,
Nachshon ben Aminadav later walked
into the Reed Sea right up to his nose
before it parted, to allow us to press on
with our never ending journey into the
future, towards a world transformed, a
world of justice and respect for human
life, a world of human rights and compassion, a world of freedom and peace.
Our eternal, ceaseless, restless, irritating, challenging, peculiar journey.
"Jews always pose a question to the

cultures in which they live. They work
too hard, they talk too much, and they
don't quite fit. People wantp fake
security. They want the world to stand
still. But Jews are restless like the
world, and move on, shaking the
bureaucracies and official structures,
the dominions and thrones, a disturbing element in the life of the world".
"A strange folk have we been all these

years, a riddle and bewilderment to
men". 280,000. 0.41%. 13 million.

Less than the population of Afghanistan. An object of universal obsession.
Yet I tell you what I think is most
peculiar about the peculiar people. It is
that so many can even think of walking
away. What an honour it is to be a
riddle and a bewilderment and a
disturbing element in this brutal,
deeply distressing world I
RABBI TONY BAYFIELD is ffee Edz.for o/
MANNA
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synagogue, our guide explained that
until a Polish-Jewish mining engineer
named Samuel Schwartz calne to work
in the town in 1917, the Jews in
Belmonte had believed themselves to
be the only Jews in the world. They did

not even know of the existence of the
Jews in Oporto, the nearest large town.
The present-day community comprises
65 families, the descendants of
Belmonte residents who have lived in
the town continuously for 500 years
and who practised Judaism in secret as
crypto-Jews. I later found out that the
community `came out of the closet' c77
777czsse about 20 years ago, sought out a
spiritual leader from Israel, converted

A COLD SHOULDER
ON FRIDAY NIGHT
Diane Langleben
"This house," he informed us, "was the
busy professions based in

centre
London,DO
my
WRKINGe AS
IVEofBOTH
husband Alan and I like to take holidays
as far away from civilisation as possible.
So this year we booked a guided
walking holiday in a remote part of
northern Portugal. Our destination was
Belmonte, a small town in the Serra do
Estrela, a mountain range with the
highest point in Portugal, close to the
border with Spain. It is often cut off
from the lowlands in bad weather.
Wanting to find out a little more
about the area, the word `/.c/dz.¢rz.czs'

jumped out at me from the computer
screen. With the help of the wonders of
modem computer science, I found out
that a jwdz.¢rz.czs was the area of the

village or town where the Jews lived.
The information on screen suggested
that there was still a Jewish community
in Belmonte.
Two days later, as we walked around
a fortified, deserted mediaeval village
with our 11 companions, our guide
stopped at a tumbledown house which
to our eyes seemed no different from
the rest. He instructed us to look
closely at the door post where we could
just make out the carving of a cross.
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home of Jews who lived here in the
fifteenth century. The cross was
mandatory and was a way of
distinguishing these `New Christians'
- forcibly converted - from the `01d
Christians'. Many of the villages in
this region were inhabited by Jews who
escaped from the Inquisition in Spain.
We shall learn more about the history
of the Jews in Portugal when we tour
Belmonte later in the week."
In Belmonte my suspicion that there
might still be a Jewish presence was
confirmed. Our guide led us through
the ancient /.#c7z.czrz.czs alongside the

castle walls. The old houses in the
narrow streets were built in the local
mellow stone. We could see the faint
crosses carved into the dooxposts. We
could now also see meza/zof. We
stopped on the far side of the village, in
front of the synagogue overlooking the
beautifulvalleytothemountalnsbeyond.
It was a stark modem building, built in
1993. The plain white walls were
relieved by the entrance with its large red
double doors decorated from top to
bottom by a black me72orczfe. Above it

were the words Sinagoga bet Eliaha.
As we stood in front of the

to satisfy halachic concerns after
hundreds of years of not having
halachic guidance and circumcised
males as old as sixty-five years.
The dedication ceremony of the new
synagogue was attended by the then
President of Israel, Ezer Weizman, and
Jorge Sampaio, President of Portugal.
We wanted to meet this unique
colrmunity. We told our guide that we
were Jewish and would like to attend
the Friday night service. He kindly
contacted
someone
from
the
community and arranged this for us. A
Catholic lady in our party wanted to
come with us. But when our guide
overheard this he told us that the
Belmonte Jews would only allow us,
as Jews, to attend the service.
The welcome we were given on the
Friday night was not the one that I had
expected, nor one that we would show
visitors to our congregation in
Finchley. We were challenged and it
was soon obvious that they did not
believe that we were Jewish, despite
being told of our visit, and even after
showing the warden my cfeczz. necklace
and reciting a few lines of the Sfee77ecz. I

was brusquely pointed in the direction
of the ladies' gallery where my only
fellow congregant was an old lady,
who, in her subfusc head scarf, dress,
stockings and shoes, was indistinguishable from any other elderly southern
European female from a poor farming
community. She, too, seemed quite
hostile; I tried to ask her, by mime,
where I could find a prayer book, but it
seemed that women were not expected
to use one. From my perch in the gallery all that I could see was the top of
the ark and I found it very difficult to
participate in a service with which I
was totally unfamiliar. The dialect was
strange and the prayers were gabbled
by a young Brazilian rabbi recently
imported from Israel. The impression
we had of him was that he was paid to
do a job, which he performed as
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quickly and as perfunctorily as possible. After an hour or so, my companion
beckoned me to follow her downstairs.
There we stood in the doorway to the
main sfe#/ and were handed our own
ke.dd#sfe cup. I could see that inside the
hall, there were perhaps 20 males, ages
ranging from five to 70. Alan later told
me that many of the prayer books were
not in Hebrew but were transliterated.
As the proceedings ended everyone
filed out. Most people wished us
"S72czbbczz S/3cz/o773", but nobody stopped

to speak with us. The warden who had
interrogated us on arrival pointed to

his watch indicating the time at which
the following moming's service would
begin. I explained in Hebrew that we
would be walking in the mountains,
but I do not think that he understood.
We were both disappointed by the
experience. I was also quite confused
by it all. I come originally from a tiny
Jewish community where the arrival of
a Jew in town was a rare event, but
where the hand of friendship was
always offered. It was not unusual for
my mother, on seeing someone
shopping and who might possibly be
Jewish, to mutter a softo t;oce "S72cz/om

cz/ez.cfee"" to see if there was a response

and recognition! I had expected a
similar welcome.
But here a suspicion of strangers was
ingrained and was the thing that had
preserved the community for 500
years. Compared with Spain, Portugal
had been more lenient towards its Jews
who had been under the protection of
its monarchs until the expulsion of
1496. Nevertheless, the evidence of the
crosses on the doorposts, distinguishing the New Christians from the Old,
undoubtedly for malevolent purposes,
made it easy to target them over the

It was a stark modern
building, bait in
1993. The plain

white walls were
relieved by the
entrance with its
large red double
doors decorated f rom
tap to bottom lay a
black menorah.
Above it were the
words Sinagoga bat
Eliahu.
centuries. The Inquisition was only formally disbanded in 1821, although the
last public ac/fo dcz /Z when Jews who

professed their faith were burnt at the
stake, took place in 1765. Presumably,

that had been the fate of the cryptoJews in the remote hill villages we had
visited earlier in the week. In
Belmonte, the Jews had avoided this
fate, with the collusion of the non-Jews
of the town. I should have not been so
surprised that the arrival of two fairskinned northern European Jews was
not greeted with open ams.
It will be fascinating to go back to
Belmonte in 20 years, to see how the
community fares. This remnant of
Jewry needs time to grow confident in
their practice of Judaism in an open
fashion and to become used to meeting
Jews from different backgrounds .
DIANE LANGLEBEN I.s' a pfearmczcz.s'f,

employed by the Royal Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain as Editor of Hospital
Belmonte Synagogue - Portugal
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Pha:rrnacjlsit. She is an active member Of Finchley
Roform Synagogue.
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questions directly, let us keep them at
the forefront of our minds as we turn to
the seemingly more mundane
concerns, which tend to preoccupy
Jews most of the time.
'
In 1987, writing in a pamphlet,
entitled Women and Tallit, created by
a group of us involved in an RSGB
WorkingPartyonWomenandJudaisin,
I argued that, "the Progressive debate
on the performance of 77zz.}zi;of seems

ivl%rwlNIA

ESSAIY

BRIDGING CHOICE
AND COMMAND
As|oi;::faE:XfE:d:;:rg!aar¥
the start of the process of the liberation
of the Hebrew slaves. The Pharaoh `who
knew not Joseph' (Exodus 1: 8)
commands the midwives, Shifra and
Puah, to ldll the first-born baby boys of
the Hebrews, while keeping the girl
babies alive O]xodus 1 : 15-16). But they
don't obey orders (1: 15-21):

The king of Egypt said to the
Hebrew midwives - of whom the name
of the one was Shifi.a, and the name of
the second was Puah -/ he said: `When
you are helping the Hebrew women to
give birth, and you look at the birthing
stones: if it is a son then you shall kill
him, but if it is a daughter, you shall let
herlive.'ButthemidwivesfearedGod,
and did not do as the king of Egypt had
said to them, rather they kept the boy
children alive. / So the king of Egypt
called for the midwives, and said to
them: "Why have you done this thing,
and kept the boy children alive?" /
Then the midwives said to Pharaoh:
"Because the Hebrew women are not

like the Egyptian women; for they are
lively, and they give birth before the
midwives are coming to them." / So
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Elizabeth Tikvah
Sarah
God dealt well with the midwives; and
thepeoplemultiplied,andbecamevery
mighty. / And it came to pass that
because the midwives feared God, he
made for them houses.
How did Shifra and Puah find the
courage to defy the genocidal decree of
the michty Pharaoh? What impelled
the midwives to save life, rather than
follow orders and kill the newborn
baby boys? Where did their courage and that impulse - come from?
If the 20th century, which haunts the
world still, were a book, it would read
like a great compendium of horror
stories. And yet, in the midst of each
terror tale, there are vignettes which
speak of the determination of a few
courageous individuals to defy the
death-dealers and save life. When
slaughter is the order of the day, what
impels some individuals to separate
themselves fi.om the mob and to take
enomous risks on behalf of those who
are supposed to be their enemies?
Rather than respond to these

strangled in a false dichotomy. On the
one hand there are God's commands the preserve of the Orthodox. . . On the
other hand there is `personal choice' the privilege of the Progressive Jew. . .
But what does `personal choice' mean?
Why do individuals `choose' one
practice or another... what impels me
to perform this ritual and not that one?"
(1987; 1997, p. 27).

Ten years ago, Rabbi Tony Bayfield
published Sinai, Law and Responsible Autonomy (RSGB, London,
1993). An extremely clear and methodical thinker, in this booklet, Tony
explains the way in which the Jewish
individual stands in the centre of an
`imer triangle', and negotiates their
personal autonomy in relation to `Our
God', `Jewish Tradition', and the `JewishCommunity'.Thereisnosuchthing
as absolute autonomy. No one chooses
in a vacuum. Modern Jews make Jewish choices by reflecting on their
actions in the context of the particular
responsibilities that define Jewish life.

Having explored this iner triangle,
Tony goes on to describe `a second,
outer triangle, reflecting Jewish existence in a larger world and the theology

of our relationship to hunanity' a.21).
So, standing in the centre of an `outer
triangle', the Jewish individual's
autonomy is also mediated by their
universal responsibilities in relation to
`Ez.73 So/ -the ineffable mystery Of the

Eternal One, the human family's
shared store of `Wisdom and Know1edge', and the diverse reality of
`Humanity' . Taken together, these two
triangles fom a 7»czge# c7czvz.d - what

Tony calls `The Star of Responsible
Autonomy.' ®.23).
Again, the que.stions I asked myself
in 1987: What does `personal choice'
mean? Why do individuals Cchoose'
one practice or another... what inpels

me to perfomi this ritual and not that
one? Tony Bayfield's `Star of Responsible Autonomy' has helped me over

the years to negotiate the apparent
`dichotomy' between `personal choice'

and `God's commands'. But it is only
now, fifteen years after writing that
short article, that I have come to feel
that Progressive Jews can begin to

build a bridge to span the void between
`command' and `choice', when we rec-

us and fetch it for us, that we may hear

of the text involves making sense of

it and do it?' For feczdczvczr is very near

the singularity of fe¢7#z./zi;czfe and the

ognise not only that our choices are
constrainedbyexternalforces,butthat
theyarealsoinpelledbyinternalones:
We carry our Jewish inheritance not
only on our backs, but also in our
mouths and hearts.
Let me explain what I mean: Unlike
Orthodox Jews, who regard the Torah
as God's word, pure and simple,
Progressive Jews understand the Torah
as the work of divinely inspired
individuals. What is more, we look not
only to the Torah for guidance, but also
to the insights and wisdom of
generations of our people from Sinai
until this day. And in searching for
guidance rather than instruction, we
make the assumption that it's up to us
to decide what we will and will not do.
God, the Creator of the world and the
Liberator of our ancestors, may
continue to address us in myriad ways,
but the God we apprehend is neither a
Dictator nor a Commander.
But if God is not a Commander - a

you, in your mouth and in your heart to

singularity of feodczvczr in the context of

do it."

the closing inage, `in your mouth and
in your heart'. What is in each
individual's mouth and heart? The text
may be simply talking about the
awareness of God's command, in
which case the translation `the word' is
appropriate. Altematively, it may also
be suggesting something about a
capacity within each individual, in
which case, in my view, the translation
`the matter' is appropriate: `For the

A4:e/zczve% - what do we Progressive

Jews malce of the Commandments the A4lz./zi;o£? Why keep the command-

ments if they are, quite literally,
man-made? If God is not compelling
us, what's the point?
Even if we don't tliink there's a big
Commander in the sky forcing us to
bear oJ fecz77cz.}zvof, `the yoke of the

commandments', in my experience,
many of us do feel compelled to keep,
if not all, then certainly, a number of
key 773z.fzvof. Before we jump to
considering what those key 7#z./zi;of

might be from a Progressive Jewish
perspective, I'd like us to spend a little
tine exploring what I mean by saying
that many of us `feel compelled' when
the compulsion is not connected to any
notion of an external force.
On the last Shabbat of the year, we
res,A tire parashah, Nitzavim. One
particular passage in this portion is in
my Torah `Top Ten' of profound
teachings. Every time I read it, I feel
moved beyond words, and I experience
the sense deep inside me that what I'm
apprehending is `true' - in a way that
has nothing to do with any rational,
factual notion of Truth. So, we read in
Deuteronomy chapter 30, verses 11 to
14:

"For the commandment, which I

cormand you today is not too complex
for you, nor too remote. / It is not in
heaven that you need to say: `Who will
go up to heaven for us, and fetch it for
us, that we may. hear it and do it?' /
Neither is it across the sea that you
need t'o say: `Who will cross the sea for
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The text talks of `the commandment (%¢7#z./zvczfe), which I command

you today', not `the commandments' .
According to the medieval commentator,Nachmanides-RabbiMosheben
Nachman, who was born in Gerona in
Spain, in 1194 - `the commandment',
is a specific reference to the command

Unlike Orthodox
Jews, who regard the
Torah as God's word,

pure and sinple,
Progressive Jews

understand the Torah
as the work Of
divinely inspired
individttals. Trmat is

more, we look not
cndy to the Torch f;or
guldqmce, but also to
the insighis and
wisdom Of

generdions Of our
people from Sinai
undl this day.
to repent, since the chapter begins with
the exhortation to return to God. For
Ya'akov Tzvi Mecklenburg, born in
1785, on the eve of the Enlightenment,
on the other hand, `the commandment'
refers to the whole of the Torah - and
most commentators up to the present
day agree.
These are reasonable explanations.

My approach is radically different and my starting point is the very last
phaase,.. C Kj-karov eilecha hadavar
me'od; bef icha aviivavecha la' asoto' `For feczc7czi/cry is very near to you in

matter is very near to you in your
mouth and in your heart to do it.'
Why `in your mouth and in your
heart' and not `in your heart and in
your mouth'? Although animals
commuriicate with one another in
various ways, human beings, alone
among the creatures of the earth,
attempt, using language, to make sense
of our existence. Not content simply to
live and reproduce ourselves, we want
to shape the world around us to our
own design. Each one of us has that
power within us - a power that we
discern as we watch a baby learning to
speak - a power that centres on our
ability to think and feel: `the matter is
very near you, in your mouth and in
your heart to do it. '
To do what? Human beings don't
just talk, think and feel. Our talking,
thinking and feeling leads to action and we don't act alone. We are
biologically driven. We are also
fashioners of Culture: We formulate
rules and regulations and ethical codes,
and impose them on ourselves. We
build complicated social structures.
And alongside, all our utilitarian
pursuits, our mouths and our hearts
crave and create beauty in every place.

We don't know what the author
intended, but for me, what the passage
suggests so evocatively is that the
feeling of command comes from
within us. It's neither complex nor
remote. It's neither up in heaven, nor
somewhere else across the sea. It's
neither the responsibility of God, nor
of a leader who will fetch it for us.
Rather, `the matter is very near you, in
your mouth and in your heart to do it.'
As human beings, we feel compelled
to act. But where does acting as Jews
come into the equation? While all
humanity thinks and acts, the concept
of 7%z.rzi;of is Jewish. As Jews, we not

%¢Jiovczr as `the word'. So: `For the

only have a love affair with words, we
have a very particular sense that we
must translate words into deeds, into

word is very near to you in your mouth

772z.£zi/o£ - the actions that we feel

and in your heart to do it.' Now dczvczr
also means `matter'. My interpretation

compelled to perform. But what
determines which actions we feel

your mouth and in your heart to do it.'
Most translations of the text render
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compelled to perform? The key to
answering this question lies in the very
next section of text:
See, I have set before you this day
life and good and death and evil...
thereforeyoushallchooselife,thatyou
and your descendants may live (30: 15;
19b).

U'vacharta bachayyim - Cthe;xofone
you shall choose life'. What else can
we do? `The matter is very near you,
in your mouth and in your heart to do
it.' Vthat could be nearer to us, in our
mouths and hearts, than the matter of
choosing life? And, of course, it begins
in our mouths: For a suckling baby,
choosing life is a simple biological

urge. A new baby, born prematurely to
ffiends of mine, in late June, spent the
first few weeks of his life sucking and
sucking because his life depended on
it, and he gained ounces of weight
every day. So, what does it mean for us
to choose life? And what makes
choosing life a 7„z7zv¢fe, a specifically

Jewish compulsion? Perhaps, what
makes choosing life Jewish is sinply
the fact that, having looked death and
evil in the face so often, we continue to
feel compelled to choose life and good
- which doesn't mean that, like
everyone else, we don't sometimes
choose death and evil instead.
Many of the 77ez./zi/of we find in the
Torah, which have been incorporated

into codes of law the world over,
originate in a Near Eastern Code,
formulated by Hamurabi, an
enlightened king of Babylon, who
reigned between 1945 and 1902 BCE,

and undertook the codification of
Babylonian law. As I indicated earlier,
the compulsion to create rules and
regulations is common to all humanity.
The Jewish version of this universal
phenomenon is born of our particular
adventures and ordeals as a people.
And so, for example, while The Ten
Commandments may be shared by
humanity, for Jews, there is an llth - a
specifically Jewish commandment, the
mitzvah to remember everything: the
joy as well as the tomient. The 77cz./zi;of

have emerged out of our experience:
`Justice, justice you shall pursue'
(Deuteronomy 16: 20) because we
have known injustice. `Seck peace and
pursue it' Psalm 34:15) because we
have been destroyed many times.
`When a stranger resides with you...

you shall not wrong hini... you shall
love him as yourself, for you were

strangers in the land of Egypt'

raging furnaces. Again: h the face of
death and evil, what can we do but
choose life and good?

What can we do, but be ourselves?
No one is simply a hunian being. Each
one of us is a particular human being,
with particular characteristics - and
beingJewishispartofourparticulacity
- if we so choose: Whatever the
circumstances of our birth, we are all
Jews by choice today. But it's not a
free choice. As Progressive Jews we
are caught between the demands of the
world, indifferent to our particular
Jewish compulsions, and the demands
of Jewish particularity, which seem to
require us to see the world exclusively
through Jewish eyes.
So what do we feel impelled,
compelled, to do as Progressive
Jews? As Jews who are progressive, as
progressive people who are also Jews?
If we look back one hundred years to
the establishment of Liberal Judaism
in Britain, it is clear that the founders
of that movement, intoxicated with the
gifts of the Enlightenment and
Modernity, felt compelled almost
exclusively, by the drive to transform
society into an oasis of reason, truth,
justice, compassion and peace. For
them living as a Jew was primarily a
matter of acting on the ethical
principles of Judaism, set down in key
sections of the Torah, and highlighted
bytheprophets.Ritualwasasecondary
matter only, and only those ritual acts
that `made sense', or which `enhanced
life' - principally, those associated
with study, prayer, and the celebration
of Shabbat and the festivals - became
integral to Liberal Judaism.
But after the S72ocz%, Progressive

Jews of all shades, in common with our
sisters and brothels throughout the
Jewish world felt compelled by other
concerns. Not only had Modernity let
us down, but also, tasting the acrid
smoke of the ovens in our mouths, and
our hearts breaking with grief, we
longed to savour the flavour of
particularity once more, our hearts
beating to a Jewish rhythm all of our
own. The compulsion to choose Life to choose Jewish life - after our
journey through the `valley of the
shadow of death' became almost
overwhelming. We were all survivors
now. Jewish ethics were no longer
enough to sustain us. Progressive Jews,
too, needed to nourish our souls by
participating in uniquely Jewish acts.
Almost sixty years have elapsed

aLeviticus 19:33-34). We haven't been

since the Sfeoczfe. During that time, the

strangers in the land of Egypt for
lnillennia. But there have been other
houses of bondage, dark pits, and

Jewish world has been undergoing a
process of transformation triggered by
a number of developments, including
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the establishment of the State of Israel,
the collapse of Communism in the
East, and the liberation of women in
the West. And so, too, Progressive
Judaism has been changing - because
of all the different Jewish denominations, Progressive Judaism alone
acknowledges that Life makes demands on us now, impels us to
continue to work out how we should
live today. We may not feel commended by an external force, but we do
feel compelled not only to cherish our
inheritance, but also to engage in rec-

reating it in the context of the needs
of the present, and in relation to the
world around us.
Progressive Judaism is not only, like
Orthodox Judaism, a response to
Modernity, to the consequences of
intellectual Enlighterment and political Emancipation. Progres sive Judaism
provides a framework for working out
how to live Jewishly in the modem and now post-modem - world, an attempt to re-interpret and re-engage
with our Jewish inheritance in the
context of the needs of the present.
In Sinai, Law and Responsible
Autonomy, as I've indicated, Tony
Bayfield presents us with a `Star of
Jewish Responsibility' - a combination of intra- and inter-relationships,
which together encompass the arena of
Progressive Jewish life. In Pirkei
Avot, the Sayings of the Sages, ineluded in the Mishnah, edited around
the 2nd century CE, we find two teachings that pre-figure the two triangles of
`responsibility'. We read first (1 : 2):

The world stands on three things:
Teaching (To7.aft), Divine Worship
(Avodah) and Loving Deeds (Gemilut
ChasadimD.
Iind then we read (1: 18):
The world stands on three things:
Truth (E7#ef), Justice (Dz.7e) and®Peace

(Shalom).
It would be easy to put these texts
into separate categories - to see the
first as specifically concerned with the
particular tasks of Jewish life, and the
second, as focused exclusively on universal issues. The problem with this
neat bi-polar approach is that it ignores
the fact that both texts convey Jewish
teachings about Jewish concepts:
Torch, Awodch and Gemilut Chasadim
- Emet, Din and Shalom. I+atjhiinie
Judaism, following on from - as well
as transforming - the biblical legacy,
sees God as both the Creator of the
world, and the One who brought the
people Israel into being at Mount Sinai. h other words, while emphasising
the particular, Rabbinic Judaism encompasses both the particular and the

3

univers al dimensions of Jewish resp onsibility.
Contrary to popular belief,
Progressive Judaism did not invent
`Uhiversalism'. It did something else

far more important: by embracing
Modemity's acknowledgement that
individuals have a crucial role to play
in defining and perpetuating Jewish
life, Progressive Judaism has been and is - in the process of transforming
the nexus between the particular and
universal dimensions of Jewish life.
Which brings me back to that passage in Deuteronomy: The `you' that
the text addresses is the people as a

whole - `For the commandment which
I command you today', etc. And yet,
the image with which the passage
closes suggests that `you' also means
the individual: `For the matter is very
near to you in your mouth and in your
heart to do it.' Within the biblical
universe, the feeling, thinking individual is subordinate to communal
demands and dependent on colnmunal
structures. By contrast, in both the
modem and post-modem realms of
contemporary existence (excluding the
numerous traditionalist societies that
still exist the world over), not only has
the individual taken centre-stage -politically, economically and culturally but situating the individual in the context of the complex nexus of primary
family relationships, the disciplines of
psychology and psychoanalysis have
helped us to recognise the ways in
which each individual is both determined and determining, motivated by
their own complex irmer world, and
negotiating their needs and desires in
relation to significant others.
`For the matter is very near to you in

your mouth and in your heart to do it.'
If it is, indeed, in each individual's
mouth and heart to act, then the central
task of progressive Judaism is to create
a framework for that action, which
acknowledges not simply, that the
individual will make `choices', but that
these choices are constrained as much
by internal factors as external ones.
To distinguish this framework fi.om
that of both Rabbinic Judaism, rooted
in God's commandments, and
Classical Progressive Judaism, rooted
in personal choice, I prefer to speak of
compeHing commitments framing the
choices individuals make each and
every day. Emerging out of our
ongoing experience - including the
ongoing dialectic between external and
intemal forces - these compelling
commitments revolve around the same
key elements identified by Tony
Bayfield in Sinai, Law and
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Responsible Autonomy - and which
taken together form a totality -a `Star
of Compelling Commitments' :
Compelling Commitment One:
Adonai is our God and Adonai is One
'Ihe commitment to listen out for
the voice of Adonai who calls Israel to
a partnership -a covenant of holiness,
which involves not only loving God
with all our heart and all our being and
all our might, but responding to the
demands of that love.

Progressive Judaism
is not only, like
Orthodox Judaism, a
response to
Modernrty, to the
consequences Of

i,hiel,lecha,l
Enltghienment and
pditical
Emaneipedon.
Progressive Judaism

with the accumulating wisdom of the
world, to study and to lean about the
major developments in human knowledge, and to find ways of ensuring
that the developing wisdom of humanity in all its dineusions comects with
and informs Jewish teaching.
Compelling Commitment Three:
Sustaining the Jewish Community and
repairing the world
The commitment to honour both
those that have gone before us and
those who are yet to be born, by
becoming links in the chain of the
generations of our people, and by
maintaining, restoring and recreating
Jewish communal life in Britain, in
Israel, and throughout the world.
And: The commitment to love not
only our neighbours, but also the
stranger in our midst; to liberate the
oppressed, protect the vulnerable, and
support the fallen; to pursue justice and
to seek peace; to participate in the great
task of rz.frha73 0Jcr77g, the repair of the

world.
Compelling Commitments - com-

mitments that are compelling from
within as weu as from without. Let us
now return to the story of those defiant
midwives. Who were they? The
Hebrew with which the tale opens Vayomer melech ndtzrayim lameyalledot haivri)ryot ¢rFbe kir\g Of Egypt

f ranework f br
worJing out how to

said to the Hebrew midwives' (: 15),
suggests that Shifra and Puah were
Hebrews themselves, not simply, midwives of the Hebrews. If the latter were
intendedbythetext,theHebrewwould

live Jewishiy in the

be J'779ej;czJJedo£ ®reposition only) not Ja!772e}JczJJedof ®reposition plus

provides a

modern - and now
post-modern -world
And: The commitment to acknowledge that Adonai is One - the One
who created the universe and every-

thing in it - and to work together with
all the peoples of the world to recognise the essential unity of Creation in
all its diversity.
Compelling Commitment Two:
Embracing Jewish Teaching and
engaging with knowledge in the wider
world
The commitment to nurture and
cultivate our own Jewish lives and the
life of the Jewish people as a whole, by
continuing to lean and engage with
our Jewish stories, teachings and
traditions, and by participating in the
various ritual acts, which celebrate Life
with Jewish flavours, colours and
tones.

And: The commitment to engage

definite article). So, these Hebrew
women chose to defy the command of
the mighty tyrant, Pharaoh. Moreover,
although the midwives `feared God' (:
17), neither God, nor any other power
told them to save the baby boys - the
matter was in their mouths and their
hearts to do it. Despite the order to kill,
what they felt compelled to do was
save life.
With their hands, midwives bring
new life into the world. When we speck
about `taking action', we often use the
metaphor of `hands'. The story of
Shifra and Puali' s defiance transforms
a. strildng irrLa.ge in parashat Nitzavim

into a profound truth: Compelling
Commitments begin in our mouths and
hearts and become manifest in the work
of our hands: `For the matter is very
near to you in your mouth and in your
heart to do it' I
RABBI ELIZABETH TIKVAH SARAH z.s' cz
gradue:te Of IjsE c[nd IjBC-CJE. She teaches at

the Leo Baeck Cotlege and is the Rabbi Of
Brighton Progressive Synagogue.
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RECONQUERING SHABBAT
Ii. 1996 the distinguished American educator, Ron Wolfison, wrote a guide to assist

families i,n celebrating the Sabbath. This text has now been revised in the light of
experience and republished. TMA:NANA asked one Of our own distinguished Jewisl.
educators Dr. Helena Miller who is tl.e Director of Education and Professional
Development at Leo Baeck College - Centre for Jewish Education, to look at he new
edition from the point of view of a specialist Jewish educator.
We also asked Miriam Grabiner, graduate, and mother Of three to condment on behalf
of those for whom the book is intended.
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STARTING FROM
NOWHERE

Helena Miller
Shabbat - The Family Guide to
Preparing for and Celebrating
the Sabbath
by Ro# WoJ/so#, 2nd Edition,
Jewish Lights Publishing,
Vermont, 2002, pp 285, $19.95,
p.b.1-58023-164-0 ISBN

the way to live a full Jewish

PASTlife
GENERATloNs
from their parentsLEARr`IT
and grandparents, from their neighbours and
communities. While I was growing up,
I knew I had to stay in on Friday evenings. Apart from that, I never saw any
Sfeczbbczf ritual or practice at home. So

not only how to celebrate Sfeczbbcz/

myself, but also how to teach others to
have a Sfeczbbczz full of meaning. I also

leant from, and taught from, books. In
those days, the best material was to be
found in 77zc Jtowz.sfe Cczzcz/og.c6e (Siegel

R., Strassfeld M., Strassfeld S., (1973)

The First Jewish Catalogue , TPF:) , ffrsit
published in 1973. This was a good
`how to' kit for Jewish living and was

one of the first Jewish books that we
bought for our bookshelves at home
and work.
Ron Wolfson's book Sfeczbb¢f - 772e

Fcunily Guide to Preparing for and
Celebrating the Sabbath was Trlst

how did I learn how to set up a home
with my husband, where ritual and
practice have been incorporated to make

printed in 1996 and re-edited in 2002.

Sfecrbbczf truly a day we remember and
keep? As a Jewish educator, how did I

Slfeczbbczf in an engaging and user-

gain the confidence and competence to
teach others about celebrating Sfeczbbczf?
Celebrating S¢czbbczf at Synagogue
and youth events, making fa.czdcfs% and
fe¢vc7czJcz% with friends who knew what

they were doing, studying about and
taking part in Sfeczbbczz experiences at

conferences in the UK and abroad have
all been ways in which I have learnt
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The Shdrbat meal

It is a text which takes the reader
through every practice and ritual of
friendly manner. Instructions and
information combine with family
interviews and practical question and
answer sections. The book emphasizes
that there are many ways for families
to celebrate S7!czbbczf, and sources from

ancient and modem literature explain
each aspect of observance and ritual.
As an educator, I have been using this
continued on next page

Blessing after food
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book since its first edition. At The
Department for Educational and
Professional Development at the Leo
Baeck College - Centre for Jewish
Education, we have held the first
edition on our library shelves since its

publication, and it is a popular and
frequently borrowed book. The format
is helpful and easy to use, with
explanations, practical information and
advice. The S¢czbbczJ Gallery in chapter
14 has provided our students with ideas

for activities, and the ideas for
discussion in each chapter have
triggered many interesting debates in
the classroom and at home.
`Sfe¢Z7bcz/' as a topic features in all

our religion school and primary school
curricula. We teach the children about
Sfeczbbczf and we teach the children and
their families by experiencing Sfecz®bczf.

It is important to learn infomation
about bringing in S7zczbbczf on Friday

Sanctification of the Day

evening but it is just as important to
experience kabbalat Shabbat aLnd aL
shared Friday evening meal, to sing
kiddush aLrrd birkat hamazon wi:th
ffiends and falnily.
Educators over the years have understood the value of leaming by doing.
Information and books are great

preparation, but experiencing and
taking part makes sense of the classroom learning and can be empowering.
Singing fa.ddusfe in a group can give
you the confidence to try it out at home.
At LBC-CJE, in the Department of
Education and Professional Development, we know the value of families
celebrating S7!czbbczz as a way of devel-

oping practice at home. Evidence based
on research also suggests that involving the whole family in Jewish
education will have a positive effect on
Jewish home practice Qlavid R., ( 1985)
"The Effect of Jewish Early Childhood

Education on Jewish Home Practices"
Jewish Educcdion 53).

But how far can a book, and specifically Ron Wolfson's book, change
practice? It can be used to learn about
Sfeczbbcz/ and it can be used to help with
celebration of S:feczbz)cz/. It cannot be
used in place of experiencing Sfeczbbczf.

It can add to, and deepen, knowledge
and understanding but, by itself, it
camot bring S7!czbbcz/ to life. It can
teach the words of Sfeczbbczf, but not the

melodies. But together with good and
repeated experiences, it can give a
family. the motivation, confidence and
competence to make a difference to the
ways they remember and keep this
Candle lighting
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special day of every week .
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The book does acknowledge that not every
Shabbat is a great experience, that
sometimes it is difficult to achieve the rest
and rejuvenation we want from the
twenty-ftye ftye hour ``island in time" .

COMPETING
WITH TV

Miriam Grabiner
Dear Tony,

D;hda:,bo:tf:::.s:,Taay::E;Sg.:fE.:r:;::

and a day of recreation - it can be a
phenomenal gift to body, to soul and to
community". Over the years I have had
to reconcile my idealised image of our

falnily around the Shabbat table - our
beautiful children gazing at the candles
with quiet awe as the lights shine in their
eyes, as we sit for a long time around
the table after the meal is over, talking
and laughing - with the reality of tired
hungry and noisy children at the end of
the busy school week, after the
Synagogue service, wanting to eat and
runtocompeteforthebestTVwatching
position on the sofa. "The Family
Guide" has reminded me that there is
muchmorewecouldbedoingtoexpand
our rituals and enhance our experience
of Shabbat. But there would have to be
consensual will to change, if "doing
more" meant for example, being silent
between washing hands and j7¢772o/zz.,

or no television on a Friday night. Any
changes would have to be introduced
gradually, concentrating on one aspect
at a time, such as candle lighting or the
Kz.dd#sfe. As a parent I can acquire
futher knowledge from the book and
try to pass this on to my finrily in a way
which I would hope would not be too
daunting or indigestible.
The book does acknowledge that not
every Shabbat is a great experience,
that sometimes it is difficult to achieve
the rest and rejuvenation we want from
the twenty five hour "island in tine".
The total value of the Shabbat
experience is seen as greater than the
suln of the individual parts of one's
Shabbat
observance.
We
are
encouraged to take one step at a time,

quite different from the "all or nothing"
orthodox approach. This note of
realism is helpful.
There is much we can learn about
The Grabiner fanny. Photo: R.1chard Young
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continued on next page
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"The Fondly
Guide " has
reminded me that
there is nunch more
we could be doing
to expand our
rituals and enhance
our experience Of
Shabbat.
Welcoming the Shabbat

the art of Jewish living from others, as
well as from books. The memory of
watching you recite the Esfee£ Cfecz};z7

and blessing your children around your
Shabbat dinner table has stayed with
me ever since we joined you on a
Friday night some years ago. More
recently, we had a magical communal
j7¢i/dcz/czfe service under the stars, in

the garden of one our Shul members
who is involved in the Living Judaism
Programme. He and his family
provided the opportunity to share this
lovely experience and I think everyone
who came gained something from it.
Dr Ron Wolfson ends his book with
a Salutation to the reader - "yczsfeer
Ko'czcfe./". It means "may you be

strengthened: strengthened to continue
the work you have begun, strengthened
to continue to make Shabbat an
important pat of your life and the life
of your family, strengthened to lean
and enact the art of Jewish living".
If my Jewish identity needs four
wheels to keep it travelling with me
through my life, then the first is what is
already in my heart from my own
Jewish background, the second is
Stephen and our children, the third is
our wider community and the fourth
could be this book which gives such
strength.
Much love
The Shabbat Seder
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WE NEED THIS REMINDER
Rodney Mariner
Holocaust published in the last
of the ON
last century
TWOdecade
BOOKS
THE
quickened the pulse of many Germans.
The first, Daniel Goldhagen's fJz.Z/cr 's
Willing Executioners effectively
charged the entire German people with
complicity in the fate of European
Jewry and set in train an avalanche of
articles hotly contesting both sides of
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the proposition.
The second, Norman Finkelstein's
The Holocaust Industry, accused tlrre

world Jewish establishment of
exploiting the Holocaust for financial
gain and using the suffering of
European Jewry to silence criticism of
Israel. It swiftly soared to the top of the
German best sellers list.
It will be interesting to see what

impact Roman Frister's documentary
rLovct Impossible Love - Ascher
Levy's Longing for Germany w3:+i
make, if any.
In a world where there is now a
plethora of books relating to the
Holocaust it is not unreasonable to ask
what justifies yet another novel. But
J772possz.a/e I,ove is not just another

continued on next page
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Holocaust novel. It lacks the power of
sock `factlons' as Schindler's List or

"loved not wisely but too well".

Sop fez.e's Cfeoz.ce and the agony they

/o7!gz.7zg in the subtitle and while it is

portray. J77!po,sSz.Z)/e Love speaks with

impossible to know what was in the
mind of the author, the reader will
sense in the unfolding story of this
paradigmatic Jewish family, the
tension between the love they felt for
their new nation and the yeaming for
acceptance and the grinding prejudice
and abuse that was their reward over
nearly a century and a half of fidelity.
The psychologist Erich Fromm - another of Hitler's 6migr6s - wrote in

a quiet, almost detached voice that is
less rooted in the imagination of the
author than in a battered cardboard
suitcase found in a Jaffa flea market.
The suitcase was stuffed with
photographs, letters and documentary
memorabilia of five generations of the
Pomeranian family of Ascher Jackel
(Jacob Levy), dating from the winter
of 1812 and Napoleon's retreating
army to the Autumn of 1938 shortly
before Krz.sJcz//73czcfez when the case was

taken from Ida Levy, the patriarch's
great grand daughter, at the Swiss
border by the German police.
The genesis of this novel, as well as
Frister's painstaking research, are
material enough for another book. In
an almost clinical fashion, Frister is
able to spread before the reader the
story of a hardworking and
passionately loyal German Jewish
family against the backdrop of world
events right up to the present day. Even
though Ascher Levy's journey to the
Palestine of the 1870s in the company
of cousin and financier Moritz
Gottschalk Lewy and the great
historian
Heinrich
Graetz
is
particularly fascinating, the book
paradoxically, is remarkable because
the Levy family itself is not.
The Levy's story was played out
over and over again by countless
Central European families who
believed in the emancipation that was
offered to them as a solution to the
Jewish question. In gratitude they gave
their love to the nation that under the
Nazis was to seek a different solution
to the Jewish question, a final solution,
not just for the OLgf/.z/de7® but for the

Jews who, like the Levys, were proud
to be more German than the Germans.
Some literally became I,#/£J7ze#sche#, others as refugees, transferred
their love and loyalty to those nations
who grudgingly opened their doors and
energetically set about becoming
model citizens. The j;cfrzes ' - German
Jews - impact on science and the arts
in this country was incalculable, just as
it was on the establishment of small
businesses and factories. But even if
they were `His Majesty's loyal Continental Britons', sang the National
Anthem with a fervour unequalled by
the home-born, they never quite forgot
their first love despite all that had been
done to demonstrate the abject futility
of that love. These )/e4ifeLs do not differ
substantially from the Levy generations of Frister's saga, most of whom
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The /ove of Frister's title becomes

The Levys ' story

was played out
over and over
again by countless
Central European

families who
believed in the
emanctpedon that
was offered to them
as a solution to the
Jewish question. In

The Art Of Loving qurNIin, 1957) of
the disintegration of love in the West.
Using Fromm's analysis, the love of
the Levys for Germany was at worst
I.do/crfrows in that it was unrequited and
thereby doomed to disappointment or
at best Se73/i.me7zZcz/. "experienced only

in phantasy and not in the here and
now relationship to another who is
real". He wrote, ``love is only possible

if two persons communicate with each
other from the centre of their existence, hence if each one of them
experiences himself from the centre of

gratitude they gave
their love to the

his existence. . . only here is a basis for
love." Was there ever in Central Europe the basis for such a dialogue
between Jews and nationals, let alone
love?

nation that under

In a revealing exchange, Bemard
Levy speaks to his father Ascher of a

the Nazis was to
seek a dif ferent
solution to the
Jewish question, a

final solwhon, not
just f ;or the
Ostjuden but f tor
the Jews who, like
the Levys, were

proud to be more
German than the
Germans.

visit in 1877 to Stettin to check on a

rumour that all was not well at the

bank used by the filly:

`When I was in Stettin on account

of the bank scandal I talked to the
director generals. One of them brought
up all manner of accusations against
the Jews. In order to disguise their own
wrongdoing they tried to push me up
against the wall and to imply that I had
no patriotic feeling. I answered them
by saying: ``Sir, I may be of the Mosaic
faith, but first and foremost I am a
German." Do you know what he
replied?,
`Is it important?'
`He said in a poisonous tone: "Here

in the Reich, we are Prussians,
Bavarians, Saxons, Wurttembergers or
what you will. You Jews, you always
maintain that you are Germans. For me
that is the best proof that you belong to
no other people than to the Jewish
people. . ."

Love cannot be love if it is not
reciprocated. For Fromm ``Immature
love says: `1 love you because I need
you. `Mature love says I need you
because I love you." Frister's
Jmpossz.a/e Love chronicles, what in
Jewish experience, at least since the
destruction of the Second Temple, is
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less love mature or otherwise, than an
all too frequently repeated /¢Zcz/
aztr¢c/I.o#. But let us not blame the
victims.
As this is a book rooted in real lives,
we should not idealise them, particularly when they were blinded by their
love or longing, as chronicled in
Ascher Levy's flirtation with the
Cfeoi/ci/ez. Zz.o77

movement

which

sought to encourage Jews of the
Diaspora to return and settle in their
Biblical homeland. For Ascher and
those like him, this movement offered
a solution to the real `Jewish question'
namely, what to do with the
Os//.z!de#, Eastern European Jews,
refugees from Tsarist Russia who
"terrified the Jewish bourgeoisie of the
German Reich". The assisted emigration of these poor people of `alien'
appearance, who so readily attracted

prejudice, would prevent that prejudice
from spilling over to their German coreligionists and at the same time "swell
the productive element in the Jewish
community in Israel". Ascher soon
withdrew from the movement when he
realised it compromised the bridge he
had built between his Judaism and his
Prussian nationality which in turn
raised the dilemma of dual loyalty. As
he wrote to Graetz:
"We simply cannot support any
suicidal action. I\dy conscience is clear

and that is the main thing. These new
movements are good for those who are
fleeing from the terrors of Eastern
European rule, but they are in direct
opposition to the guiding principles of
German Jewry. What we need in our
fatherland is not a national solution fo
Jfee Jewz.s¢ gefeLrzz.o7€, but absolute

equality of rights."
So it will be interesting to see how
this book will be received in a
Germany that has been undertaking a
programme of `auto-exoneration' that
is to say self-rehabilitation with regard
to the Holocaust. This process is very
much underway and not restricted to
conservative elements. For some, selfrehabilitation started as early as the
50's but certainly in the early 80's with
the successful television series fJez.mczf,
homeland.

The German-born novelist Peter
Schneider responding to the charge of
Goldhagen's book wrote (1996) more
in sorrow than in anger:
"Some German intellectuals are
calling and searching for a new
national identity. But I am afraid we
cannot look for any lost or new
identity. We have one and Auschwitz
is part of it. But it is also true that the
German identity cannot be founded on
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" Some German
intellectwals are

calling and
searching for a new
national identity.
But I am afraid we
cannot look f ;or any
lost or now identity.
We have one and
Auschwitz is part
Of it. But it i,s also

true that the
German identity
camot be f rounded
on the history Of
the Holocaust
alone and the bdiof
that one belongs to
a people Of
murderers.
Germans must be
perrhitted to
believe that our
history is more
than twelve years
long ond, has

prodeced more

than

`eliminationalist
anti-Semitism''.

the history of the Holocaust alone and
the belief that one belongs to a people
of murderers. Germans must be
permitted to believe that our history is
more than twelve year; long and has
produced more than `eliminationalist
anti-Semitism".
By simply being in print, not as a
piece of fiction but a documentary
novel, J7#poSsz.b/c I,oi;e intentionally
or not, gives the lie to the assertion that
the Holocaust was a twelve year
aberration and not the worst blind alley
in the history of civilization. It gives
the lie to the view that the millions

who were hounded to their deaths
down that blind alley only had at their
backs a man with a toothbrushmoustache and a bunch of perverted
boy scouts but literally millions of
people who across the generations
were prepared to engage in the national
sport of Jew hatred.
Frister's book is an important
contribution to a debate that must not
be allowed to die, namely, `Does
Holocaust guilt have a `sell-by' date?'
This is not just a question for Jews to
ask of Germans, it is the means by
which the German people stigmatized by unspeakable horrors
and without the catharsis of a Truth
and Reconciliation Commission that
has been such a balm in the South
Africa of the post-Apartheid era -must
continue to ask if they are ever truly to
heal themselves and not simply to
apply a fig-leaf by way of another even
larger Holocaust memorial.
J"possz.a/e Love is not polemical in
its tone but it is powerfully so in its
content. Donald W. Shriver Jur in an
article entitled Bridging the Abyss Of
jtei;c72ge (Christian Century Dec.
1999) quotes William Faulkner: `/7#e72

%¢i/e/ learned how to forget quick what
they ain't brave enough to try to cure'
and concludes, `Remember and
forgive' and `remember and repent' are
better mottoes for the restoration of
political health than `forgive and
forget'.
Frister aids us as Jews to remember
when others forget, perhaps even to
remember so that others do not forget.
It is in such forgetting, that nations
stigmatised by their past deeds, annihilate the humanity of their victims in
their pursuit of rehabilitation and
forfeit the opportunity to touch their
own humanity and share in the task of
healing the world. yergr.ssr Es jvz.e .
RABBI RODNEY MARINER wcrs bor# I.H
Australia, studied for the rabbinefe at the Leo
Baeck College and has worked for the British
Jewish corrrmunity all his professional life. He
is the Rabbi of the Belsize Square Synagogue
and Corrvenor Of the RSGB Belt Din.
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NEW ROLE FOR SYI\IAGOGUES

Wendy Greengross
Your extended family lived nearby
IT and
USED
women
TOdid
BEnotSO
work
CLEAR.
outside
the home. You had children and
grandchildren and hoped that they
brought you #czc%¢s. A small but

important part of that was that children
would repay the tender loving care that
you lavished on them when they were
young by c`inng for you when you
became old.

But the world has changed. Many
people don't have children or falnily
who live near enough or have time for
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sustained nurturing. We are all living
much longer. Those who are expected
to give care are often senior citizens
themselves and are either physically
unable or sometimes unwilling to
deliver the committed and regular care
that older people need. Many of the
daughters, daughters-in-law and
nieces, who might have in the past

given care, are now working
themselves, some are divorced or
living far away.
Many finiilies still look after their
elderly relatives. Many devoted
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daughters, daughters-in-law, nieces
and granddaughters, as well as their
male equivalents, still give immense
support and help to ensure that even
the very elderly can remain in their
own homes or live with falnily. A huge
number of severely incapacitated
elderly men and women are looked
after at home by a spouse. Some very
frail, elderly people live alone with
apparently minimal help. Most people
would prefer to stay in their own home
for as long as possible.
Some older people choose residential care as a positive option. Most
are forced into it by the death or illness
of a spouse or carer or by a deterioration in health which makes living at
home impossible. Under these circumstances, suitable accommodation is
often difficult to find.
Local authorities offer a variable
amount of help. Some provide home
carers, most offer advice and
occasionally offer help with home
adaptations. Jewish Care and other
charities and voluntary organisations
valiantly attempt to fill the increasingly
large gap and find themselves in a
Catch 22. If they don't help local
authorities to meet needs, a large
number of people will be left without
necessary services. If they do help,
those same Local Authorities will
make the assumption that the Jewish
Community will look after its own and
always be willing to `top up'. So we
are uncertain what to do. Should we be
investing in more residential homes or
should we be expanding meals-onwheels and day care services, day
centres and more domiciliary care?
Can we afford to build more residential
homes? One of the newest Jewish
Residential Care Homes cost over four
and a half million pounds for fifty
seven residents. That is about £80,000
per bed space and the cost to live there
is over £550 each week. Most homes
are neither as luxurious or as
expensive, but residents and their
families want the best.
Some of the very high fees
sometimes go towards subsidising
those who either do not get funding or
slip through the social security

network. But if we are to build more of
the same, to meet future needs, it will
require huge amounts of money to be
raised on a regular and increasing
scale, at a time when there may be
fewer individuals able to afford any
contribution.
The enforced goverrment split between purchaser, Local Authority, and

provider, the voluntary organisation or
\ private home, gave the purchaser the
MANfuLA wlNTm 2oo3

opportunity to demand the highest possible standards for the lowest possible
price. To a certain extent the Jewish
community has produced a rod for its
own back, for it has set itself demanding benchmarks and high standards for

Twenty years ago,
the average age Of
residents in care
homes was ten to
f if iteen years

younger than it is
today, en-suite
rooms were
almost unheard Of
ound residents

were likely to live
in multi-bedded
wcnd,s. Those Of

us who were
inNoived at that
time would not
have imagined the
changes that have
come about.
buildings that may be difficult to maintain, although organisations often find
that it is easier to raise money for bricks
and mortar than it is to raise money for
services such as home care or day care.
Donors like to see a tangible manifestation of their contribution and Private
Homes often find themselves increasingly squeezed out by the need for
investment to bring accommodation up
to acceptable standards.
Social care provision is a pillar of
the British Jewish community. Every
week thousands of hours are given by
paid staff and by unpaid volunteers to
provide meals-on-wheels and luncheon
clubs, care at home services, helping

people dress, bath and prepare meals,
as well as all the informal care that is
given by relatives and friends. There
are also all those who help with synagogue activities and services such as
bereavement counselling and clubs,
meetings and outings for older members. And those who make sure that
older members can attend services and
sec7czrz.77? and enjoy all the other activi-

ties that are part of Jewish communal
life.

There is a national shortage of
suitable staff, with a pitiful percentage
being Jewish. Residential care and
nursing requires a lot of people. Staff
are poorly paid. As a consequence,
there is a high turnover and often not
enough experienced staff to keep
residents involved and interested so
residents rapidly develop a high level
of dependency.
Twenty years ago, the average age
of residents in care homes was ten to
flfteen years younger than it is today,
en-suite rooms were almost unheard of
and residents were likely to live in
multi-bedded wards. Those of us who
were involved at that time would not
have imagined the changes that have
come about.
We do not know what the needs or
the demands might be in the future.
Will there be a greater or a lesser need
for residential or nursing homes? Will
those who need a nursing or a residential care home still want it to be Jewish
as we understand it now, with kosher
food and Shabbat and festival observance twenty years fi.om now, will
residents many of whom may be more
assinilated or may have intermaried,
want something different?
We have mostly mere guestinates
of how far provision will match need.
It is tempting to believe that because
something is acceptable and affordable
now, it will continue to be appropriate
in the future. We hope for the best and
rely on donors and volunteers'
goodwill, gratitude and anxiety.
Dr. Oliver Valins for the Institute
for Jewish Policy Research has

produced `FACING TIIE FUTURE The Provision of Long-term Care
Facilities for Older Jewish People in
the United Kingdom,' in which all
these issues are examined in depth and
accompanied by comprehensive tables
that are easy to understand, He
provides
an
informative
and
fascinating look at the history of care
for the Jewish elderly in this country.
and a realistic, detailed and well
researched appraisal of the present
situation, as well as a carefully thought
continued on next page
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consideration of the choices that need
to be made if the community is to
provide the level of care that our
elderly will require in the future.
He emphasises that the starting point
for the future must involve an assessment of the drivers of change, such as
demographic, political and societal factors, as well as an understanding of the
potential barriers to achieve success.
There must be a willingness for organisations and groups to work together
and pool resources so that solutions are
based on research, not on whim. There
are at present a staggering nearly two
thousand financially separate Jewish
organisations concerned with education, religion, culture and social care
and more than a quarter of their expenditure - approximately £135
million -is spent on social care. There
are twenty-one separate Jewish organisations providing care for older people
in thirty six residential homes.
He accepts also that the need for
nursing and residential care will
continue, even though residents will in
general be older and frailer, with many
more suffering from mental illnesses
such as Alzheiner' s disease, and points
out that it is inevitable that more care
will be given in older peoples' own
homes.
The book should be essential reading

for all those who are concerned with
strategic planning as well as those who
are concerned with the care of the
elderly and older people themselves. It
is easy to read, with information clearly
set out and statistics made easy to
understand. Each chapter ends with a
short summing up of `conclusions' and
chapter headings and table of contents
makes it a valuable reference book. Dr.
Valins has interviewed professionals
and carers, as well as older people and
their families and reports their opinions
in their our words.
One of the very few areas that has
not been highlighted is the high
undiagnosed and untreated level of
depression among residents in
residential care. It is only too often
regarded as inevitable and untreatable.
As a result, elderly people often suffer
needlessly in a way that would be
unthinkable for any other disease.
Lifting some of that burden would
immeasurably improve the quality of
life for many.
There are difficult choices to make
in the future as to whether we are to try
to continue on the path of residential
care, whether we encourage housing
associations and voluntary organisations to provide more sheltered
housing, or whether we manage to per-
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present a challenge to the community
to ensure that they are not left lonely
and isolated. This is an area within
which synagogues will have an
important role. A great deal can be
done both by providing services such
as clubs, telephoning and visits and
involving youth clubs and also setting
up projects, in which younger older
people can help the synagogue provide
appropriate help. This is particularly
important in places where there is no
strong Jewish voluntary organisation.
There may even be opportunities for
partnerships between synagogues and

One Of the very

few areas that has
not been
highiighied is the
high undiagnosed
and untreated level
Of dapression

among residents in
residential care. It
is only too often
regarded as
inevitable and
untreatable. As a
result, elderly

local authorities. The possibilities that
Dr. Valins presents are challenging and
demanding. The most important is that
we immediately accept that there is a
problem and take it seriously. The
second is that we cease being parochial
and divisive and encourage all sections
of the community to work together to
achieve our aims.
This book both encourages us to take
the tasks on board and gives us
guidelines as to how we individually
and as a community can set about
coping with the future that we could,
should and possibly even must be

people of ten surf fer
needlessly in a way

forced to accept .
DR WENDY GREENGROSS z`s o#e o/ f4e
phenomena of British Jewry.
Doctor,
broadcaster, writer and activist, she has done
everything from being agony aunt Of the S:un to
being agor[y aunt at Alyth Gardens where she is
a member Of Council. Her books include works
on sexuality and on the issues which surround
ageing.

that would be

unthindble for any
other disease.
suade donors that home care and day
care are as worthy of support as bricks
and mortar.
More elderly people living in their
own homes in the future with
increasing levels of dependency will
.
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Jacques Derrida was born in Algiers in 1930 and is one Of the key philosophical figures Of the
twentieth century. In 1967, at the age Of 37, Derrida published three extraordinary works which
have altered the course Of contemporary philosophy.. Speech 8Ind Phono"eni\, Writing aLnd
Drmerenc,e, and 0[ Gril""2Itohogy. Rabbi Jdjfroy Newman, who teaches philosopky at the Leo
Baeck College - Centre fior Jewisl. Education, i,ntroduces us to Derri,da the Jew
by way Of a new book by an Israeli scholar, Gideon Ofrat

DO PHILOSOPHERS UNDERSTAND?
Jeffrey Newman
excites us? In teaching,

most rewardingAND
for me,
WHAT theINSPIRES

is to uncover that spark in every single
human being which lights up the eyes.
Some few individuals may be already
dead, or are so distant in their
understanding that we cannot catch
their communication - it is hidden in
depression, Alzheimer's, senility or
psychosis. This is thankfully rare. Most
people hide away in the recesses of
their souls, their most precious secret.
Some cover it with a welter of babble
which successfully serves to conceal.
Many of us have lost touch with that
enthusiasm we enjoyed as children.
A few years ago, I was lucky enough
to rediscover a childish enthusiasm
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which I still insufficiently understand.
I am in love with thinking, and words
and writing. For years, as a
congregational rabbi, it was rare for
me to be able to read an extended text.
Only too well I knew the meaning of
the story of the rabbis, about to retire,
who are asked what they will do in
their retirement. Each answer is swift:
`1 want to finish my book'. The
congregant replies: `1 didn't know you
were writing a book' and the rabbi
comments, `I'm not writing. I mean,
the one I've been trying to read for the
past few years'.
I went to the Leo Baeck College,
like so many, because I wanted to
study, and loved it. A few years ago,
shortly before leaving Finchley Refomi
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Synagogue, I found myself spending
several hours on two or three separate
days in one of those enormous
bookshops in North America, looking
at books on history, North American
Indian culture, art. But over and over
again I returned to the sections on
philosophy. This astonished me. I had
read philosophy at university but not

particularly enjoyed it. Why was I
drawn so mysteriously back to these
sections? What did names like Adomo,
Arendt, Derrida, Foucault, Gadamer,
Hegel, Kierkegaard, Heidegger cany
for me?
To find out, I completed an MA in
Modern European Philosophy and
discovered I am addicted. I ant in love
but the charms of my seductive
mistress are elusive in the extreme and
I am fickle. `Sapfez.cz', wisdom, may

perhaps be what or whom I am
searching for, though `understanding'
seems a more honest appellation and I
am beleaguered by doubts: am I
escaping from the `real' world into
books? Should I be out there
performing ethical deeds? Why is my
search not more `Jewish'?
And then along comes a book which
is so exactly what I should have liked
to write that I know I ani unwilling at
present to abandon this new love. `77!c
Jewz.s'fe Derrz.dcr' it is called, by an

Israeli philosopher, Gideon Ofrat. It is
a
revelation
because
Ofrat
convincingly demonstrates something
most surprising: that the modern
French philosopher Jacques Derrida' s
struggles with his Jewish identity have

been the basis of his work throughout
the years, increasingly so as he has
g[ci:`wn cider (The Jewish Derrida ty
Gideon Ofrat trans. Peretz Kidron,
Syracuse University: The Library of
Jewish Philosophy, 2001. The book
does exactly what I would most like to
do - it uncovers through detailed
exploration, a `trace' - the word is one
of Derrida's favourites - like the trail
of a shooting star, which demonstrates
that he has always been working out
Jewish issues, though many of his
books have no overt Jewish reference
whatsoever.
We have to start with Derrida's own
writing and this presents a more than
formidable test. What is he saying, if
anything? His struggle becomes ours
as we try to read him.
Intention, writes Derrida, can and
should not attain the plenitude toward
which it nonetheless inevitably tends.
Plenitude is its Je/os, but the s'#rz/cfz/re

of this fe/os is such that if it is attained,
it as well as intention both disappear,
are paralysed, immobilized, or die. . .
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Doing precedes
knowing in Judaism.
Our deeds should be

greater than our
wisdom, though
maybe, as the writer
Hannah Arendt would
argue, our words are
our greatest deeds.
Plenitude is the end (the goal), but
were it attained it would be the end

grammar of repetition. This repetition
is writing, for what disappears in it is
the original's own identity, the
independent presence of what it knows
as living speech... the invariable first
name to be invoked but not repeated...
the moment... it is written... it becomes
an abyss, a bottomless pit of infinite
duplication. The other is in the
similar...

The moment a sign appears, it begins
by repeating itself. Otherwise, it would
not be a sign... that non-identity with
self forever reverting to the same. That
is to say, denoting another sign itself
born of self-division. The graphic sign,
in repeating itself thus, has neither
natural place nor centre... Is not this

continued on next page

(death) . . .
Plenitude is what at once o7-z.er2rs cz7zd
c7?c7cz#ge7is the intentional movement...

There can be no intention that does not
tend toward it but also no intention that
attains it without disappearing with it.
(Jacques Derrida, `Afterword: Towards
an Ethic of Discussion' , in I,I.77cz.Jec7 J#c.

quoted in Bauman, Z. Postmodem
Ethics (Blackwell,1993 p.102).

Plenitude, I suppose, would mean
that I would have had my fill of
philosophy, attained my goal, which
would be. . . death? The quote occurs in
a section in Bauman's work which is
dealing with love, which must remain
for ever uncertain and insecure since it
is only changeless death which fmally
`fixes ' it. Derrida' s particular reference

is to language itself which always aims
to express more than it is actually
capable of -at least where it is alive. It
is exactly this question, however,
which leads Derrida to his most basic
dilemma - that between living speech
and the fixity of the text. It is here that
his Jewish soul is most fully engaged
in a way that we, `progressive' Jews,
must understand. We know only too
well the danger of the rigid written
text, which is open only to
interpretation or commentary but in
itself is inflexible, changeless and may
even be `dead'. Our tradition is clear
on the dangers of writing and only the
exigencies of the time made it
necessary
that
the
Mishnah,
confusingly known as the `oral' Torah,
had to be compiled lest it be forever
lost.

Derrida expresses it like this:

`But what affects writing, we now

know, is not the original but that which
replaces it. That is not absence in the
place of presence, rather, a trace that
replaces a presence that we never

\`:,i:-::-:::=:-.----i:`i
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present. . .

Something invisible is lacking in the
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`world order' in the ruthless war they

centre, this absence of same and
difference, another name for death?'
An absent presence, a black sun...

are waging against each other, directly

(Derrida, From `Elipsis ' in Wr7-z.rz.72g cz7!d

[1993]

Dzjjjlere77cequotedinOfratopcitp.51).

All his work in this area, as in so
many others is informed by the concept
of `the Other' - for example, the
Palestinian - which he has adopted

What is Derrida saying? Is this
intelligible language,
let alone
philosophy? Or is it perhaps poetry? It
is replete with echoes - this talk of
death, of the black sun. Is there here
any reference, dare we ask it, to the
Holocaust?
It is the strength of Ofrat's book to
show clearly that there indeed is - that
over and again Derrida is working
through such themes. Constantly, his
reference points are Jewish writers and

thinkers -Arendt, Benjamin, Levinas,
Cohen, Jabes... But, `the little French

Jew from Algeria', as he called
himself, never knew Hebrew. As he
writes: `1 bear, in negative fashion if I
may put it so, the heritage of that
amnesia which I have never had the
courage, the strength, the means to
resist'. The `amnesia' is an almost total
lack of knowledge and engagement
with Judaism - `1 think I had dealings
with a Judaism of "external
signifiers"'.Andyet-Derrida'sability
to read, to hear, is extraordinary and he
makes so much worthwhile of that little
he `knows', whether it is his So7?g o/
So77gr, a little Talmud, mainly picked
up from the philosopher Emanuel
Levinas, or his thinking about heritage
and those `extemal signifiers' - Bczr
j`4lz.fzi/aft, the Zcz//I.i or, particularly

Circumcision. If, says Ofrat, `writing
is rupture, destruction and injury, as
Derrida states , any one of Jacques
Derrida's numerous books is a scab
upon the circumcision wound, his and
ours, as Jews and human beings. But
his Cz.rco77/essz.o73, [1991] is the great

operating table upon which he
performed his autosurgery, harsh and
incisive'.

Many would therefore entirely
dismiss Derrida - a self-hating Jew, a
man, a writer obsessed with language
who has nothing to offer to Jews and
Judaism. His lectures in and about
Israel and Jerusalem may confim such
suspicions. His Jerusalem is constantly
transcendent, even when he is
physically present within its walls:
`Am I in Jerusalem? There's a question

that should never be answered in the
present tense, only in the future or the
past .... In other words: am I in

Jerusalem, or elsewhere, very far from
the Holy City?' He sees Jerusalem as
the essence of the war waged in the
Middle East: `three other messianic
eschatologies mobilize there all the

forces of the world and the whole
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or indirectly. . . the time is `out ofjoint' .

ELery Jew must

ask what
sofeguards , if
any, we possess

against our own

fascism and
barbo[rism.

Deinda answers
enigmatically.. `1

am the end Of
Judaism, the end
Of a certain type
Of Judaism,' and
he added later: `1
am the last Jew ;
I merely
demolish the
world on the
prctext Of
oreatingtruth'.
from Levinas. One of his key phrases
is `tout autre est tout autre' - eaickL

Other is utterly different - that Other
who makes ethical demands on us.
Doing precedes knowing in Judaism.
Our deeds should be greater than our
wisdom, though maybe, as the writer
Hannah Arendt would argue, our words
are our greatest deeds. Above all the
Other is rooted in the infinite Other -

God. But Derrida quotes essential
words of Levinas in the funeral address
he makes to him: `To tell the truth,
what interests me is not ethics, or not
just ethics, but the sacred, the sanctity
of the sacred', which reminds Derrida
of the pczrocfeef encasing the Torah
scroll, the `veil' whereby God
commanded Moses to separate the
Holy of Holies from the rest of the
Sanctuary.
This book by Ofrat is therefore a

wonderful introduction to the
unexpected Jewishness of a key flgure
in modern European and world
philosophy. It is the rich and sensitive
exploration of an alienated Jew,

struggling with today's themes,
informed by a deep knowledge of
western tradition. `Derrida', writes
Ofrat, `doesn't pull his punches. His
acrobatics recall a conjurer hauling
rabbits out of a hat. Even if his words

do not sink in right away at the
commonsense level, they take you by
storm at the level of the open border'.
In many ways, Derrida is the German
philosopher Heidegger' s Jewish pupil,
even more so than Levinas who turned
his back much more resolutely. It is
Heidegger, both for Arendt and Derrida
who dominates present day Western
thought and whose flirtation with
Nazism therefore presents dramatically
the dangers of Western `civilization'
and philosophy. Every Jew must ask
what safeguards, if any, we possess
against our own fascism and barbarism.
Derrida answers enigmatically: `1 am
the end of Judaism, the end of a certain
type of Judaism,' and he added later: `1
am the last Jew; I merely demolish the
world on the pretext of creating truth'.
So - is he the last Jew since Judaism is
at an end or is he the sole survivor able
to bear witness or, even, offer
salvation? Or, the last person one could
call a Jew -a `bad Jew' as he has said?
This is the entangling `double bind' he
offers so frequently. `1 am the last,' he
commented, `because the others don't
even deserve to say it, they've forfeited
the right, because to say `1 am a Jew'
one should perhaps say how hard it is
to say ``1 am a Jew". And I can't help
but believe, and trust, him. Derrida the
Jew illuminates Judaism for us all,
even when - or is it, perhaps, because?
- he knows little of "Judaism" - or as
Baeck would have said, of "little

Judaism„? I
RABBI JEFFREY NEWMAN readp"asapky
at Oxford and trained for the rabbinate at the
Leo Baeck College. Emeritus Rabbi Of Finchley

Reform Synagogue, he is consultant to the
RSGB Assembly Of Rabbis and Director of the
Rabbinic Development Foundation.
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THE SIREN WAILED IN
TIME
Sir,

T ALL STARTED IN 1940
when, aged eleven, I was evacuated
from London, firstly to a remote
Cambridgeshire village and later to
Abbotts Langley, near Watford. My
family remained in London. I enjoyed
the semi-rural life, indulging in hunting,
fishing and camping with the scouts.
When I was informed that it was time

I

to study for my Bczrmj./zi/czfe I was not

amused. A local Rabbi was retained to
give me Hebrew lessons twice a week.
After two or three sessions I decided
that camping in the woods was much
more exciting. The Rabbi did not seem
to care. I think he must have been paid
in advance. I was therefore slightly
perturbed,butnotundulyworried,when
a letter arrived some two years later
telling me to come up to London in the
near future to be made B¢7~mz./zi;a% at a

well known suburban synagogue. I had
only a vague idea of what the ceremony
actually involved, perhaps just a short

blessing. My family obviously had no
idea of my sad lack of preparation,
presumably continuing to send money
to the no doubt very happy Rabbi.
I duly went to London and, on the
appointed day, sat quaking in the midst
of a rather depleted congregation of
elderly people. The war on the home
front had been getting nasty and most
of the younger membership had either
been conscripted into the armed forces
or left London for safer areas. I awoke
from my stupefaction when someone
dug me in the ribs and said: `They are
calling you up . ' I tottered up on wobbly
legs to the Bz.772¢fe. The Rabbi pointed

The rabbi followed and shepherded us
along.

Huddling in the shelter, I thanked
the benign God who had answered my
desperate prayer for help. Nearly two
hours later, the steady crump of mobile
anti-aircraft guns gradually diminished, the `all clear' wailed out, and we
all trooped back in to the prayer hall.
The Rabbi, a kindly man, by now aware
of my predicament, suggested a postponement in view of the lost time and I
enthusiastically agreed. The Rabbi
smiled at me, shook hands and we both
knew we would not meet again I
P.B. Peloni

Marlow, Bucks

to a card with the Blessings in large

print. I stuttered out the first line and
managed to swallow the rest in an
incoherent mumble. He then handed
me the yczc7 and, pointing to the Torah,
waited expectantly. I just gawped at
him. He looked at me and I looked at

hin. Gradually it seemed to dawn on
him that I had not the faintest idea of
what to do. There was a pregnant pause
that seemed to last forever. Suddenly
the air raid sirens went off. A miracle. I
was saved. A hasty scramble began
towards the basement shelter and I

#

could not get off the Bz.#2czfe quickly

enough to join in the unseemly rush.
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slightly fevered Washington scene
THE which
ONEneed
FEATURE
raise no one's
OF blood
THE
pressure by even one point is the
prospect, however distant, of the fist
Jewish president of the United States in
the person of Senator Joe Liebemian. It
will do Jews absolutely no good if he
does manage to levitate over huge
hurdles to become first the Democratic
candidate and then goes on to defeat
George W. Bush. If he manages to photocopy Tony Blair and bask in almost
worldwide approval, none of that will
reflect on any Jew anywhere else. If his
policies attract hostility, that will,
however irrationally, stoke resentment
at "world Jewish power" and fuel
antisemitism everywhere. So we cannot
gain from a Jewish presidency, only lose
heavily. But for his personal sake - and
he is a likeable man - I still hope he
wins. As George W. is about to demonstrate to us, the global power that goes
with the job has never been greater.

#
T:p=si¥#RIi#:¥m:o:uh:aTh:
took place at all. For those who battled
against the view that ``truth" has many
facets and is many-splendoured, all insist
that the world was created 5763 years
ago. And that is barmy. They also hold
that the God of all humanity revealed
Himself only once, some 3250 years ago
on Mount Sinai. And that He wrote or
dictated every word in the Torah,
repetitions, inconsistencies and blatant
contradictions included. That is beyond
the limits of reason and places those who
hold that view far outside the realm of
rational discourse. The abiding mystery
is why a man with a Rolls-Royce-andBentleybrainandanoutstandingtraining
in philosophy should have begun to take
them seriously.

t^t.
most fashionable word in current

D 0 NOT
BE- TAKEN
BY TIH
jargon
outreach. IN
It sounds
the
most seductive of two-syllable words. It
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wants to kid us that it closes any gap and
heals every rift. But to the Lubavitch
and other ultra orthodox chcrredz." it is a
hug that strangles. To them it does not
mean a jolly chat room, or a meeting for
the sake of shared aims and interests. It
is a smiling gesture that has one

unalterable ain - to grab, clanp and
convert. And when they reach out, they
will not even shake hands with any girl
or woman.

are conducted entirely in Hebrew. In
another we mix Hebrew with large
chunks of Russian and occasional
German. In the all Hebrew services
Friday night attendances are obstinately
stuck below 20 - and ten elderly men
among those are paid to be there. The
latest Friday figure in the multilingual
services is 52. And week by week, they
are still going up. Which persuades one
rabbi that God has answered his modest
but multilingual prayer.

7^t.
QUESTION THAT THREW
me came from a religious instruction teacher in a school a few
miles from the wintry Baltic beaches.
Where do the Jews newly arrived from
Russia and the Ukraine, buy their kosher
meat, she wanted to know, more as a
matter of curiosity rather than out of a
wish to pay premium prices at a kosher
butcher's. If she had asked me where
they buy their pork or any of the other
200 varieties of sausage on offer in
German supermarkets, I could have
pointed her to the German equivalents
of Asda and Tesco. But kosher food?
Soviet communism killed Judaism as
effectively as Nazis killed Jews. To say
that not one in a thousand of the 80,000
former Soviet Jews now in Germany
keeps some sort of kashrut would be an
exaggeration. The true figure is double

that - two in a thousand.

•7^?
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a plea to 250 guests at a wedding

IPOURED
ALL
MY REART
INTO
on a hotel
terrace
in Johannesburg
not to flash and photograph while we
stood under the Chuppah. I warned them
that I had been known to stop the
ceremony at the first flash. Nothing
demolishes a ceremony more speedily, I
insisted, than a stream of clicks and
flashes.

For 20 minutes I sailed along serenely
from first cup to ring, past the Ketubah
reading and the address. I was a few
seconds into tbe first of the Sfeevcr
Berczchof, the final marriage blessings,
when the first light flashed. Anger surged
within me. I scanned the congregation
intentlyforanyclueaboutthepexpetrator

as I sang on about the King of the
universe who "created everything for his
glory." With that it hit me. The answer to
whodunnit was God. We had just
witnessed the first lightning flash of a
seasonal thunderstorm. I felt inhibited
about scolding God while I was blessing
him - seven times at that. But should not
a parent, even in heaven, set a better

example? I

the meaning of either davening or prayer
is the language which God understands.
After all, is not Hebrew His native
tongue? And
words
in And
that
`language
go straight
intoonly
His ear?

iT^`^?

never mind the fact that some 1800 years
ago the Rabbis of the Talmud first
insisted that God was a much better
linguist than any of us on earth, and
could cope with any language addressed
to Him.
So we are currently conducting a
laboratory experiment in the area where
I now serve to test God's language
skills. In one congregation the services

RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF is ffee 7.eg!.o#crJ
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
stai-ted in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.
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THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Poad, Finchley, at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's Reform Movement, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New North
London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a Library, Bookshop, Cafeteria,
Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for the
spring and early summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the
warmest of welcomes.

HOLOCAUST MEIVIORIAL DAY

Monday 27TH January 2003, 8.30pm
NNLS and the Jewish Museum present a joint event to
mark Holocaust Memorial Day. Visit the new Jewish
Museum exhib.hiron AM I MY BFIOTHER'S KEEPEFZ?

JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION
AM I MY BFIOTHEFIS KEEPEFl?
F3ESCUE IN THE HOLOCAUST

January - May 2003
This exhibition will focus on the stories of particular

- F3ESCUE IN THE HOLOCAUST, end hear Jenny
Stolzenberg, the sculptor, whose work is on display,

individuals and such issues as why some people
were brave enough to risk their own lives to rescue
others.

Cirla Lewis, a "hidden child" featured in the exhibition,
and prayers from Plabbi Wittenberg.

E.mail:enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk
Telephone: 020 83491143

Telephone 020 83491143
e.mail: enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
THE SHluR
Spring Semester 2003 -Tuesdays 11.15am-12.45pm
January 21 St -June 3rd 2003

ART COUF]SES
Ten-week daytime courses with Zev Robinson
January 7'h - March 18th
New term starts January 7th 2003
Tuesdays 1 Oam - 12.30pm
and 1 .30pm - 4.30pm
Telephone 020 8349 5700

THEMES FF]OM THE BOOK OF LEVITICUS AND
NUMBEPS

Study the Torah with the finest teachers
and students. Telephone 020 8349 5600
LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTF]E FOF} JEWIsll EDUCATloN
COMMUNITY OF LEAFINEPS PBOGRAMME
Adult Jewish learning targeted to the needs of our
time. The programme responds to a secular Britain at
the beginning of the 21st Century, using the expertise
of rabbis and educators.
Telephone 020 8349 5628

WATERCOLOUP CLASS
Ten week evening course with Linda Gervertz
New term starts January 8th 2003
Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm
Telephone 020 8349 5700
COMMUNITY OUTREACH

presents
I'M JEWISH, MY PAFITNEF3 ISN'T

Telephone : 020 8349 5600

Sunday 19TH January 2003, 2.30 -5.45 pin
A seminar for couples in mixed-faith relationships.
Come to a special seminar which will look at the
issues involved, sympathetically and constructively
...and examine the options.
A special panel will include Sr. Margaret Shepherd,
Sheila King-Lassman and Rabbi Jonathan Plomain
followed by small discussion groups to look at your
particular concerns ...and offer some help.
Contact Vivienne Zubaida 020 8349 5645

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
JUDAISM and PSYCHOTHEPAPY LECTUPES
Forthcoming Nineteenth Series
Wednesdays May to July 2003
"Spiritual and Therapeutic Issues for the

JEWISH MEDITATION
With Ariel Klein Exploring simple yet powerful
meditation techniques.
Tuesdays January 14, 21, 28, February 4,11.
In The Boom of Prayer - upstairs in the Manor
House at 8.15 pin

21st Century" Telephone 020 8349 5600

Telephone 020 8346 8560

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
Thursday 6th March 2003 8pm
REGINA JONAS LECTUF]E
"Fruitful Vines and Silent Partners: Women as Wives
in F3abbinic Literature"

